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Steps to Employment in Ontario

Where do you begin?
You have just arrived in Ontario and want to
get a job in the health sector. Where do you
begin? These are some of the first steps
that you need to take.
Know your sector – employers, working
conditions, and entry-level qualifications.
Know your job-related traits – be able to
describe your skills, knowledge and
interests.
Know sector-specific terminology – be
able to discuss your occupation with others.
Know what credentials are required and
how to translate and evaluate your
documents.
Know where to get training, upgrading and
help finding a job.

In this workshop
you will learn about…
;

labour market trends in the field of medical technologists and technicians

;

employers, how they hire, and what they are looking for in their workers

;

working conditions including wages, duties and responsibilities

;

having your credentials assessed and getting certified

;

laws that protect workers in Ontario

;

basic health and safety issues in the workplace

;

vocabulary for describing tasks in this field.

You will also practise…
;

basic dialogues for conversations with supervisors, colleagues and clients/patients

;

describing your skills and knowledge

;

getting information on employers, hiring practices and working conditions

;

pronunciation of key words

… and prepare…
;

a personal plan for your next steps to employment in Ontario.

Icons used in the workbook
Exercises in the workbook are headed by the following icons. These icons indicate the type
of activity intended by the exercise.

Reading

Vocabulary

Writing

Pair Discussion

Group Discussion

Research

Pronunciation

Workshop introduction INTERVIEW
Steps to Employment
Interview your partner
Ask your partner the following questions. Write down the answers in complete sentences.
Once you have finished, prepare to introduce yourself to the group using the answers on
your partner’s sheet.
1. What is your name?
2. Where are you from?
3. How long have you been in Canada?
4. What is your occupation?
5. What do you know about working as a medical technologist or technician in Ontario?
6. How much experience have you had in this field?
7. Why are you taking this workshop?
8. What are your hopes for this workshop?

Orientation

Overview
Occupations
Workplace
Workplace Law in Ontario
Training and Experience
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OVERVIEW
In this unit you will learn about
medical technologists and technicians in Ontario
some of the occupations included in this group
current trends
regulatory bodies and professional associations

Medical technologists and technicians in Ontario
The health care system in Ontario is publicly funded. Ontario citizens receive medical
services from physicians and other health care professionals for free. The provincial
government pays for these services. The government also partially subsidizes some prosthetic
devices with the remainder of the cost being paid for by the patient or his/her insurance plan.
Diagnosing a patient’s illness involves the extensive use of sophisticated tests and
equipment. Almost every day there are new forms of tests available to doctors, but physicians
do not perform the tests themselves. Medical technologists and technicians play an important
role in helping doctors and other health care professionals identify and treat a patients’
problems or illnesses.
Medical technologists and technicians can have many different kinds of jobs, each requiring
different knowledge and skills. Some technologists and technicians primarily do diagnostic
testing. These include medical laboratory technologists and technicians, X-ray technologists,
electroencephalographic technologists, ultrasound technicians and others. Some do therapy
such as radiation therapy and respiratory therapy. Others construct surgical or dental devices
that are used as artificial replacements on different parts of the body. While the individual
specialities of these occupations may be different, the need to be precise and accurate is
critical in the job performance of all medical technologists and technicians.
Medical technologists differ from medical technicians in the length of time they study their
profession, the depth and complexity of their studies and responsibilities on the job and how
much they get paid. Medical technologists generally study for longer periods of time and get
paid more than medical technicians. Medical technicians take shorter training courses and in
some cases can learn the skills they need on the job. When medical technologists and
technicians work together, the technician usually reports to the technologist.
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Activity 1: Pronunciation
The “s” endings on words can have an “s”, “z” or an “iz” sound. Listen to the instructor
pronounce the following words and put them in the correct column.
“s” sound

“z” sound

“iz” sound

technologists
cases
technicians
doctors
courses
skills
parts
studies
services
physicians

Activity 2: Vocabulary matching
Match each word on the left with the correct definition on the right by writing the letter in the
blank space.
1. __ prosthetics

a) very different

2. __ subsidized

b) exact

3. __ extensive

c) covering a wide area

4. __ diverse

d) without making any mistakes

5. __ specialization

e) important

6. __ precise

f)

7. __ accurate

g) complicated

8. __ critical

h) partially paid for

9. __ ultimately

i)

in the end

10. __ complex

j)

an activity for which someone has unique skills and
training

12
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Activity 3: True or false
Read the following sentences and circle T for true statements and F for false statements
about the reading:
T

F

1. The government pays for all prosthetic devices.

T

F

2. Doctors are the only professionals who diagnose and treat diseases.

T

F

3. Some technologists specialize in diagnostic testing.

T

F

4. Medical technologists study longer than medical technicians.

T

F

5. Part of an X-ray technologist’s job is therapy.

T

F

6. All medical technologist and technician jobs are so different that they share
nothing in common.

Trends in the health sector
There are a few trends that affect medical technologists and technicians. The Ontario health
care system was restructured in 1998 to reduce costs. This has resulted in some significant
changes for these workers. Many hospitals have been closed. Less money means that less
staff is hired. There is a trend among employers to hire less-experienced, lower-paid
technicians to do the jobs that technologists did in order to save money. The number of parttime jobs is increasing.
Purchases of new equipment is being rationed to keep operating costs down and there have
been many complaints about outdated diagnostic equipment or equipment that is in bad
repair. Patients are experiencing longer line-ups for services and many are travelling to the
United States to be treated.
Technology in the health sector is constantly changing and medical technologists and
technicians need to constantly update their skills. More and more tests are now being done
with computerized systems and robotics. This may reduce the number of workers in this
field.
On the other hand, the number of seniors over the age of 75 is increasing. People are living
longer and they will need health care services. This will increase the demand for health care
workers. Experts predict that health care jobs will grow twice as fast as the average for all
industries. The best job opportunities for medical technologist and technicians will occur in
private health practices and medical laboratories.
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Activity 4: Pronunciation
Listen to the instructor. Mark the syllable stress in these words then practise saying each
one.
significant

practices

predicted

laboratories

robotics

increasing

average

computerized

industries

sector

opportunities

restructuring

Activity 5: Vocabulary matching
Match the words on the left with the correct definition on the right.
1. __ trend

a) in bad condition

2. __ restructure

b) limit the use of something

3. __ ration

c) not modern

4. __ operating costs

d) machines that do the work of people

5. __ outdated

e) alternative, another possibility

6. __ bad repair

f) the general direction that something takes

7. __ robotics

g) the cost of running something (like a department)

8. __ option

h) change how something operates

Activity 6: Comprehension questions
1. What are some of the factors that may limit the number of job opportunities for medical
technologists and technicians?
2. What are some of the factors that may contribute to job opportunities for medical
technologists and technicians?
3. Which places of employment offer more job opportunities?
4. What effect does an increase in the number of old people have on the health sector?
5. How does new technology in the health sector affect increases and decreases in
employment opportunities?

14
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Activity 7: Fill in the chart
Using the information in the readings, fill in the chart to make comparisons between the
health sector in Canada and other countries.
Canada

Other countries

1. Who pays for health care?
2. Who pays for prosthetic devices?
3. What changes have occurred in the
health sector?
4. Where do most medical
technologists and technicians work?
5. Are most positions full-time or parttime?

Activity 8: Vocabulary
Look at the readings. What is the opposite of…?
1. reduce

_____________________________

2. more

_____________________________

3. privately funded

_____________________________

4. limited

_____________________________

5. modern

_____________________________
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Real stories…
Health-worker shortage feared:
Aging boomers will push up demand for care, economist says
The number of Canadians treated in
hospitals for heart disease and strokes will
increase by 77 per cent in the next 25 years,
but there won’t be enough health care
workers to look after them, says economist
David Foot of the University of Toronto.
Twenty-five years from now, 22 per cent of
the population will be over 65. Heart
disease is the No. 1 killer in North
America. In 1997, almost 80,000
Canadians died of the disease which can
stem from high blood pressure and diabetes
caused by poor diet, smoking and other
lifestyle choices. An increasing number of
baby-boomers (people born between 1947
and 1966) means the disease will claim
even more lives in the coming years. Heart
disease is expected to rise at a faster rate

than any other major cause of death
including cancer and accidental death, Foot
said.
This has serious workforce implications.
Dramatic changes in health-care delivery
through research or technological
breakthroughs must occur by 2010 in order
to lower the number of deaths caused by
heart disease. What is also needed is highly
trained personnel who know how to use
this research and technology effectively.
By the year 2010, many young people will
be making their career choices. Parents,
governments and universities should
encourage the younger generation into
health care careers associated with heart
disease, Foot said.
Adapted from The Toronto Star, October 30, 2000

Activity 9: Vocabulary
Look for the definitions of the following words from the reading in the dictionary:
stroke

dramatic

stem from

breakthrough

claim

associated with

implications

effectively

Choose four of the above words and use them correctly in sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Activity 10: Reading comprehension
Answer the following comprehension questions about the reading:
1. What predictions does the article make?
2. What are the three main causes of death in Canada?
3. What are the main causes of heart disease?
4. Who are the “baby boomers”?
5. What has to happen by the year 2010 in order to deal with the problem of heart disease?
6. What does the economist David Foot recommend?

Activity 11: Pronunciation
Underline the two words that have the same vowel sounds
a

changes

accidental

cancer

e

death

serious

expected

i

industries

hospital

privately

o

blood

another

closed

u

universities

must

younger

Professional colleges and associations
Some health professions in Ontario have governing bodies called colleges or societies. These
organizations regulate people working in the profession and set the standards for their skills,
knowledge and behaviour. Some of the professions included in this book that are regulated
by a college include: dental technologists, medical laboratory technologists, radiation
therapists, nuclear medicine technologists, and radiography technologists.
Most health professions also have associations that provide training, professional
development, and information sharing for their members. Their purpose is to ensure that their
members meet the standards of education and training needed to work in the profession. In
order to become a certified member of an association, you may have to pass an examination
set by the association.
Some professions require membership in both the college and association before a person can
work in their field in Ontario.
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Activity 12: Matching
Look at the acronyms in the left column. Try to guess what they mean and match them with
the correct title on the right. Practise saying each acronym.
1. __ CAMRT

a) Ontario Society of Medical Technologists

2. __ CMRTO

b) Canadian Association of Electroneurophysiology Technologists

3. __ OSMT

c) American Registry of Diagnostic Medical Sonographers

4. __ CDTO

d) College of Medical Radiation Technologists of Ontario

5. __ ARDMS

e) Canadian Association of Medical Radiation Technologists

6. __ CAET

f)

7. __ RDMS

g) College of Dental Technologists of Ontario

8. __ OAMRT

h) Registry of Diagnostic Medical Sonographers

Ontario Association of Medical Radiation Technologists

Activity 13: Research
Research information about the professional college, association or society for your
profession from either the Internet or pamphlets from the various organizations and answer
the following questions:
1. What does the organization do?
2. Does the organization represent more than one profession? What other professions
does it represent?
3. What services (if any) does it provide?
4. Do you have to be a member to work in your profession?
5. How can you become a member?
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For more information on…

trends in the health sector
see local newspapers for articles
visit Workwaves at workwaves.com/unitgroup3.htm

professional associations
visit the Ontario Association of Medical Technologists at www.osmt.org
visit the Ontario College of Medical Laboratory Technologists at
www.cmlto.com/labs/
visit the Ontario Society of Medical Technologists at www.osmt.org
visit the Canadian Society of Medical Laboratory Science at
www.csmls.org
visit the Canadian Society of Medical Radiation Technologists at
www.camrt.ca
visit the College of Medical Radiation Technologists of Ontario at
www.cmrto.org
visit the Ontario Association of Medical Radiation Technologists at
wwwoamrt.on.ca
call the Ontario Pharmacists Association at 416- 441-0788 or
fax: 416- 441-0791
write to the Canadian Society of Cardiology Technologists:
2200-201 Portage Ave., Winnipeg, MB, R3B 3L3
contact the College of Dental Technologists of Ontario:
2100 Ellesmere Rd., Suite #307, Toronto, ON, M1H 3B7
visit the Canadian Association of Electroneurophysiology Technologists at
www.caet.org
contact the Canadian Society of Diagnostic Medical Sonographers:
P.O. Box 1220, Kemptville, ON, K0G 1J0; www.csdms.com
contact the Canadian Association of Prosthetists and Orthotists:
Dental Arts Building, 401-225 Vaughan Street, Winnipeg, MB, R3C 1T7
contact the Canadian Society of Orthopaedic Technologists at
web.idirect.com/~csotcina/csot.html

government ministries
contact the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care at
www.gov.on.ca/health
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OCCUPATIONS
In this unit you will learn about
different medical technologist and technician occupations
the duties and responsibilities for some of these occupations
the entry-level qualifications for these positions

Occupations
Medical technologists and technicians work in a variety of settings doing a variety of
different jobs. In general, medical technologists have a bachelor’s degree with a major in
sciences or other specialized training at a recognized institute. Technicians tend to have less
education and less in-depth training. The salaries are different for each with technologists
generally being paid higher salaries than technicians.

Diagnostic testing and therapy
Medical laboratory technologists
Medical laboratory technologists test body fluids and tissue samples to diagnose and treat
diseases. They may specialize in areas such as clinical chemistry, clinical microbiology,
haematology, histotechnology, immunohematology and cytotechnology. They need to have a
bachelor of science or medical laboratory science degree or a two- or three-year college
program in medical laboratory technology and a period of supervised practical training.
Medical laboratory technicians
Medical laboratory technicians conduct routine laboratory tests and sample analyses. They
also set up, clean and maintain medical laboratory equipment. They have to complete
secondary school and have on-the-job training or complete a one- to two-year college
program in medical technology.
Electroencephalographic technologists
Electroencephalographic technologists operate electroencephalographic (EEG) and other
diagnostic equipment to help doctors diagnose diseases and injuries by testing the central and
peripheral nervous systems. They have to complete a two-year college program or a two- to
three-year hospital-based program. They must also have two years of supervised practical
training. To become a registered electroencephalographic technologist, graduates must meet
the educational and training requirements of the national examination boards and pass both
written and oral examinations.
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Radiography technologists
Radiography technologists are also known as radiation technologists, X-ray technologists,
medical radiographers, radiological technologists and X-ray technicians. They operate X-ray
machines, and can also take specialized courses to operate C.T. scanners, magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) or mammography equipment to produce images of the body. They have to
complete a two- to three-year college, hospital school or other approved program in
diagnostic radiography as well as a period of supervised practical training before working in
the profession.
Nuclear medicine technologists
Nuclear medicine technologists give radiopharmaceuticals to patients and use radiation
detection equipment to find out how well a particular part of the body is functioning to help
nuclear medicine physicians diagnose diseases. The job requires the completion of a two- to
three-year college, hospital school or other approved program in nuclear medicine
technology and have a period of supervised practical training. To become a registered nuclear
medicine technologist, graduates must meet the educational and training requirements of the
national examination boards and pass both written and oral examinations.
Cardiology technologists
Cardiology technologists are also known as cardiovascular technologists. They are
responsible for performing cardiology tests using an electrocardiogram and other equipment
to diagnose and treat patients with heart disease. Completion of a two-year college, hospital
or other training program in cardiology technology as well as supervised practical training is
required.
Diagnostic medical sonographers
Diagnostic medical sonographers are also known as ultrasound technicians, ultrasound
technologists, or ultrasonographers. They operate ultrasound equipment to produce images of
specific parts of the body. Before someone can train to become a sonographer, he or she must
have two years of training in applied medical health. Training is only available at two
different places in Ontario: Mohawk College in Hamilton and the Mitchener Institute in
Toronto.
Radiation therapists
Radiation therapists give radiation treatment to cancer patients as prescribed by oncologists.
They also give advice to patients about how to manage the side effects of radiation therapy.
The training for radiation therapists includes an undergraduate university education plus
three years of training in radiation therapy. To become a registered radiation therapist,
graduates must meet the educational and training requirements of the national examination
boards and pass both written and oral examinations.
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Activity 1: Vocabulary matching
Match each word to its definition by writing the corresponding letter in the blank space.
1. __ cutbacks

a) not changing

2. __ routine

b) common, done all the time

3. __ stable

c) a physician who treats cancer patients

4. __ diagnose

d) spending less money on something

5. __ oncologist

e) discover the cause or type of an illness

Activity 2: Pronunciation
Listen to the instructor pronounce each of the following medical words with “ology” endings.
Mark the word stress as you listen. Practise saying each one.
cardiology

haematology

pharmacology

electrophysiology

technology

microbiology

cytotechnology

histotechnology

neurology

physiology

audiology

pathology

Activity 3: Vocabulary review
Fill in the blanks with the correct job title:
1. A __________________ is someone who produces X-rays of the body.
2. A __________________ is someone who tests patients with heart disease.
3. A __________________ is someone who tests body fluids and tissue samples.
4. A __________________ is someone who operates ultrasound equipment to produce
images of the body.
5. A __________________ is someone who gives radiation therapy to cancer patients.
6. A __________________ is someone who conducts routine laboratory tests and sample
analyses.
7. A __________________ is someone who gives radiopharmaceuticals to patients and
uses radiation detection equipment to find out how well a
particular part of the body is functioning.
8. A __________________ is someone who operates electroencephalographic equipment
to help doctors diagnose diseases and injuries.
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Constructing surgical and dental devices
Dental technologists
The work of dental technologists includes designing, constructing, changing or repairing
dentures, bridgework, crowns and other dental devices that are prescribed by dentists,
orthodontists or denturists. The minimum requirement for this profession is a college
diploma in dental technology. Dental technologists are usually required to complete at least a
year of practical training before they can take the provincial examinations.
Prosthetic/orthotic technicians
Prosthetic and orthotic technicians make prostheses (artificial limbs) and orthoses
(orthopaedic braces and splints). In order to work in this field, one should complete a
prosthetic/orthotic technician-training program at a community college. On-the job training is
also possible if someone has a high school diploma that includes courses in physics and
biology.

Other technologists and technicians
Pharmacy technicians
Pharmacy technicians (also known as a pharmacy assistants) help a pharmacist by measuring,
mixing, packaging and labelling pharmaceutical products and by maintaining prescription
records. They are required to complete a five- to nine-month college program in
pharmaceutical services to work in a hospital. Some retail pharmacies may hire them with
just a high school diploma that includes courses in chemistry and biology.
Orthopaedic technologists
Orthopaedic technologists apply and remove casts, splints and bandages and use traction
equipment to help orthopaedic surgeons treat diseases and injuries. To work in this field, they
have to complete a college orthopaedic technologist program or have a secondary school
diploma with several months’ on-the-job training.
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Activity 4: Vocabulary matching
Match each word to its definition by writing the corresponding letter in the blank space.
1. __ retail

a) arms and legs

2. __ limbs
3. __ brace

b) hard material tied to a part of the body to keep it from
moving

4. __ splint

c) an artificial part of the body

5. __ prosthetic

d) devices used to help people who have problems using
any part of their arms or legs

6. __ orthotics

e) something that holds things in place
f)

selling directly to the public in a store

Activity 5: Vocabulary review
Fill in the blanks with the correct job title:
1. A ______________________

is someone who designs, constructs and repairs
dentures.

2. A ______________________ is someone who gives therapy to cancer patients.
3. A ______________________ is someone who measures, mixes and labels
pharmaceutical products.
4. An _____________________ is someone who applies and removes casts for people
with broken bones.
5. A ______________________ is someone who makes artificial limbs for patients.
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Activity 6: Fill in the chart
What are your qualifications? Decide if you already have each of the qualifications listed in
the chart, and describe how you gained the knowledge and experience. Give an example of
when you applied that knowledge and experience.
How did you obtain
these qualifications?
1. Education
High school diploma
College diploma
Bachelor of science degree

2. Training
Specialized training through an
approved institution
Hospital training program
On-the-job training
Ability to use diagnostic
equipment in your field
Ability to do routine laboratory
tests and sample analyses

3. Personal Qualities
Ability to work effectively with
people and understand
patients’ needs.
Ability to handle stressful
situations and heavy
workloads
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Activity 7: Describe your personal qualities
Here are some personal qualities that employers look for when hiring staff for various
positions as medical technologists and technicians. Check off the skills that are necessary
for your particular profession and give examples from your own work experience.

Personal qualities required

'

Your experience

Able to pay close attention to
details and be extremely detailoriented and accurate

'

For example:
I am a medical laboratory technologist, and
accuracy is very important because small
differences or changes in test substances or
numerical readouts can affect patient
treatment.

Work well as part of a team of
health care professionals.
Patient and able to work well with
people who are ill or injured.
Able to provide an environment of
comfort and safety for patients
who have cancer, or other
potentially life-threatening
diseases.
Have physical stamina for lifting
patients and for long periods of
standing.
Show both an interest in and an
ability to work with complicated
equipment.
Have good manual dexterity and
eye-hand coordination skills.
Organized and able to set
priorities.
Able to handle stress well.
Have good problem-solving
abilities.
Have a genuine desire to help
others.
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Activity 8: Vocabulary
Look up the following adjectives describing personal qualities in a dictionary or a thesaurus
and find a synonym (a word that means the same thing).
1. resourceful
2. accurate
3. understanding
4. courteous
5. reliable
6. self-motivated
7. compassionate
8. composed

Activity 9: Research
Find your profession in the Human Resources Development Canada - Job Futures 2000
Web site at www15.hrdc-drhc.gc.ca/english/related_links.asp or the (HRDC) National
Occupational Classification Career Handbook.
1. What are the employment requirements for the job?
2. What personal qualities are required?
3. (If available) What are the job prospects for your profession?
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Activity 10: Pronunciation
The “s” endings on words can have an “s”, “z” or an “iz” sound. Listen to the instructor
pronounce the following words and put them in the correct column.
“s” sound

“z” sound

“iz” sound

analyses
conducts
studies
prepares
performs
maintains
assists
repairs
removes
trains
diagnoses
operates
examines
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Activity 11: Matching
Match the occupations with their responsibilities and practise describing each one. Include
three ideas that relate specifically to your occupation.
For example:
A medical laboratory technologist analyzes blood, urine, body fluids and tissue specimens.
radiation therapy equipment for the
treatment of cancer patients.
A medical laboratory
technologist
Medical laboratory technician
Electroencephalographic
technologist
Radiation therapist
Radiography technologist
Nuclear medicine technologist
Ultrasound technician
Dental technologist
Orthopaedic technologist
Pharmacy technician
Your own occupation

an encephalographic machine.
constructs
performs
analyzes
applies and
removes
operates
uses

blood, urine, body fluids and tissue
specimens.
images of different parts of the body
using ultrasound equipment.
dentures and other dental devices.
a pharmacist by mixing, packaging
and labelling medicine.
routine laboratory tests.

conducts

casts, splints and bandages.

produces

images of body parts by using an Xray machine.

assists

radiation detection equipment to see
how well a particular part of the body
is functioning.
your own tasks.
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Activity 12: Writing
Write a personal statement describing one of your last jobs. Include two personal qualities.
For example:
I worked as an ultrasound technician for seven years in my country. I operated a machine
called a transducer to direct sound waves into specific areas of a patient’s body. These
images were then recorded on film. After reviewing the film I was responsible for
preparing a report for the physician who ordered the ultrasound. I was very efficient in my
work and courteous to patients.
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duties and responsibilities

For more information on…

visit Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC) at www.on.hrdcdrhc.gc.ca
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visit Job Futures 2001 at
www.on.hrdc-drhc.gc.ca/english/lmi/eaid/ojf/
see the HRDC essential skills profile database at
www.hrdc-drhc.gc.ca/hrib/hrp-prh
look at job ads from newspapers and hospital Web sites
visit www.imaginis.com for various medical procedures

training and experience
visit the HRDC essential skills profile database at www.hrdcdrhc.gc.ca/hrib/hrp-prh for a description of training and experience
required for any position
look at job ads in the newspaper and any hospital Web sites for
descriptions of the training and experience required for any position
talk to someone in your profession to find out what training they have
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WORKPLACE
In this unit you will learn about
employers who hire medical technologists and technicians
job prospects for various positions
how recruitment is normally done
working conditions
unions

Real stories…
Pharmacy assistant certificate program
After completing a Health Science
preparatory course at Niagara, I was
accepted into the nursing program. I
quickly realized I didn't like blood that
much so I thought I'd try pharmacy. I had
researched other programs but a friend of
mine, who is a pharmacy technician,
encouraged me to try the program.
Currently, I work at The Hospital for Sick
Children's in-patient pharmacy in Toronto.
It is the most amazing place to work – there
is so much diversity. I can work in several
areas and not become bored. There are jobs
I haven't done yet, including working
directly on various units preparing the

intravenous tubing and medications for the
patients. Unlike pharmacists, pharmacy
technicians can't counsel patients and can't
take prescription information over the
phone.
In September 2000 the Pharmacy
Assistant/Technician Program changed to a
two-year program. Graduates will now
have a diploma rather than a certificate.
Job prospects are good. Most pharmacy
assistants are placed right after they
graduate. Graduating doesn't guarantee you
a job in a hospital setting, where wages are
highest, but jobs are out there.
Source: Testimonial from a Niagara College student.

Activity 1: Reading comprehension
1. Why did she choose to be a pharmacy technician?
2. What did she need to do before taking the course?
3. Where is she working?
4. What are some of the limitations of the job?
5. How has the pharmacy technician program changed?
6. What do you think is the difference between a certificate and a diploma?
7. What does the expression “jobs are out there” mean?
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Employers and working conditions
Medical laboratory technologists
Medical laboratory technologists can work in hospital or government labs, private medical
clinics, public health clinics and Canadian Blood Services. They usually work full-time and
they often have to work rotating shifts if they are in a hospital or smaller laboratory. The
average annual salary for this profession is $46,000.
The unemployment rate among medical laboratory technologists is below average. However,
cutbacks and restructuring in the health care system mean there is slower growth in
employment in this sector. Also, more of the preparation of specimens in high technology
labs is being done with computerized systems and robotics, and this might reduce the number
of lab technologists required.
On the other hand, new areas of work such as DNA testing should increase the demand for
medical technologists.
Medical laboratory technicians
Most medical laboratory technicians work in hospitals although more and more are working
in medical clinics and departments of public health. Shift work is common in large hospitals.
Laboratory personnel in smaller laboratories are also likely to work on rotating shifts. The
average annual salary for this profession is $35,000. There may be more jobs in this field as
employers substitute lower-paid technicians for higher paid technologists.
Electroencephalographic technologists
Electroencephalographic technologists are employed in clinics, hospitals and medical
laboratories. Technologists working in clinics, private offices and laboratories typically work
37 to 40 daytime hours per week. Those employed by hospitals can expect to work rotating
shifts. Entry-level positions earn about $30,000.
Radiography technologists
They are likely to work in the radiology department of a hospital or in a clinic. Shift work is
common. The average salary is $39,000. Job prospects are good in this field.
Nuclear medicine technologists
Nuclear medicine technologists work in hospitals or privately operated nuclear medicine
clinics. The workweek is generally Monday to Friday, with the occasional on-call shift for
weekends or evenings. The average starting salary is $38,000 to $40,000.
Diagnostic medical sonographers (also known as ultrasound technicians)
Sonographers work in medical facilities such as clinics or hospitals. They usually work a 40hour week and overtime may be required as emergencies occur. They may be “on-call” on a
rotating basis. Depending on where they work, they may or may not belong to a union. The
average rate of pay is $35 per hour. At the current time there is a shortage of qualified,
skilled sonographers across the province.
Cardiology technologists
Cardiology technologists may work in a variety of different health care facilities including
hospitals, special cardiology clinics and doctors’ offices. They work shifts and sometimes
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have to work overtime if they work in a hospital. Those who work in clinics and doctors’
offices tend to work a more regular workweek from Monday to Friday. The average salary
often depends on whether the position is unionized or not. A non-unionized cardiology
technologist working in a clinic or a doctor’s office, makes from $12 to $14 per hour.
Unionized positions pay approximately $20 per hour. The job outlook in the next several
years is expected to be stable.
Radiation therapists
Radiation therapists work Monday to Friday and rarely work other shifts although part-time
and temporary positions are sometimes available. They may belong to a labour union
depending on where they work. They are employed in over 20 radiation therapy centres in
Canada. Most of these centres are located in large urban areas. Their salaries usually start at
approximately $30,000 per year but can reach as high as $39,000 per year with five years of
experience. There is a great demand for their services though many of the jobs that are
available are part-time positions.
Dental technologists
Most dental technologists work in dental clinics and laboratories, in consulting firms or in
community colleges. Some are self-employed in their own laboratories. They do not work
directly with patients but obtain their orders from dentists, orthodontists and denturists. They
work a standard 35 to 40 hour week although some overtime may be necessary in cases of
emergency or in order to meet deadlines. The average starting salary is $32,000 per year
while someone with five years of experience could earn between $38,000 and $57,000 per
year. There is a great demand for skilled workers in this field and dental technologists can be
assured of continual employment.
Orthopaedic technologists
Orthopaedic technologists work in hospitals. They work weekdays and shift work is not
usually required. They work independently with very little supervision. Some may belong to
labour unions depending on where they work. The average salary is approximately $16 per
hour. Cutbacks to health care funding have affected the number of jobs available, especially
in large cities.
Prosthetic/orthotic technicians
Prosthetic/orthotic technicians work in private laboratories as well as hospitals and
rehabilitation centres. Some are employed by certified prosthetists and orthotists who are
owners of facilities. Some facilities offer both services while some specialize in either
prosthetics or orthotics. Technicians work a regular 9 to 5 workweek. Salaries range from
$34,000 to $39,000 per year. Job possibilities in larger cities are greater than in small towns.
Pharmacy technicians
Pharmacy technicians work in retail pharmacies and hospitals. Salaries vary in this field
depending to the pharmacy, the location and the skills and responsibilities of the technician.
Those working in retail can expect to start at approximately $7.50 to $8.50 per hour while
those working in hospitals earn approximately $17 to $20 per hour. Like all health care
professionals, they must be prepared to work long hours when necessary, sometimes under
stressful conditions.
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Activity 2: Reading comprehension
Scan the information in the previous reading and fill in the chart. (If the information is not
available from the reading, mark n/a).
Occupation

Average Pay

Employer

Job Opportunities

Cardiology technologist

Retail pharmacies and
hospitals

$34,000 to $39,000/year

Most jobs located in
large cities

Average annual salary
$46,000

Average starting salary is
$38,000 to $40,000/year

Hospitals and privately
owned nuclear medicine
clinics

Average annual salary is
$35,000

Dental technologists

There is a shortage of
skilled professionals in
this field
Entry-level positions earn
about $30,000/year

Radiation therapists

Limited job opportunities
due to cutbacks in
funding
Radiology department of
a large hospital or clinic
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Activity 3: Interviews
Interview someone in the class and ask them the following questions:
1. In which workplace would you most likely work?
2. What would be the average pay?
3. What are the working hours?
4. How do these working conditions compare to those in your previous workplace?

Hiring practices
The majority of people working as medical technologists and technicians are employed in
large hospitals, private laboratories or clinics. New employees are usually hired through their
human resources department. Some employers use employment agencies to recruit new staff.
Human resources
The human resources department, also called the personnel department, of any company or
institution is responsible for hiring employees. The department advertises job vacancies in
newspapers, on job boards, and through the Internet, and assists in the recruitment of new
employees. The human resources department also processes employees’ wages, benefits, sick
leave, vacation and professional development schedules.
If anyone is hired from outside the company it is called external recruitment. When an
employee is promoted or transferred from another department in the same institution, it is
called an internal recruitment. A promotion is when an employee receives a job with more
responsibility and authority than the present job. There is usually an increase in wages too. A
transfer means an employee changes from one department to another. A transfer without a
promotion is called a lateral transfer.
Employment agencies
Occasionally employers hire medical technologists and technicians on a temporary basis
through an employment agency. Institutions use employment agencies to hire workers for a
short period of time, maybe six- or eight-month contracts, to replace workers in positions that
are vacant because of a maternity or sick leave, or to work on special short-term projects.
Employment agencies interview, test and do reference checks on candidates before they are
accepted as new workers for the agency.
Working for an agency
When you are hired through an agency, the agency is your employer. The institution where
you work is the agency’s client. The client pays the agency for your work. The agency pays
you, keeping a portion for itself. You should never have to pay an agency to get you a job. If
they ask you to pay, they are breaking the law and are not a good agency to work for.
Temporary jobs
Temporary jobs may give you experience and exposure to the workplace. But if you work for
a temporary placement agency you are not always guaranteed a job, and if you don’t have
time to look for a full-time job, you may never find one! Sometimes permanent workers do
not welcome “temps”.
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Activity 4: Pronunciation
Listen to the instructor. Mark the syllable stress in these words and phrases then practise
saying each one.
agency

lateral transfer

recruitment

candidate

placement

temporary

external

promotion

vacancy

Activity 5: Vocabulary matching
Match the words on the left with the most appropriate definition on the right.
1. __ human resources department
2. __ job promotion
3. __ job transfer

a) jobs in a workplace where there is a union to
help workers negotiate and protect their
working conditions

4. __ personnel department

b) the department responsible for processing
employee benefits

5. __ employment agency

c) an agency that finds work for workers

6. __ private sector jobs
7. __ public sector jobs

d) going from one job to another similar job in a
different department or location

8. __ short-term contract

e) a job that will last only a short time

9. __ temporary placement

f)

10. __ unionized jobs

g) when a worker replaces another who is on a
temporary leave of absence

the same as the human resources department

h) going into a higher position
i)

jobs in hospitals, public health departments

j)

jobs in private laboratories or clinics

Activity 6: Research activity
Use the Yellow Pages to find the following:
1. A medical laboratory. What are some of the things it specializes in?
2. The name of a hospital in your area.
3. The name of a placement agency that hires health care workers.
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Activity 7: Reading job ads
Read the following job ads and answer the questions that follow:

?

X-RAY TECHNICIAN req’d;
mammo. exp; F/T, P/T,
salary neg; Fax resume to
Administrator

C

Medical Technologists with
C.S.L.T. cert. reg’d F/T &
P/T positions in Microbiology
Department. Fax resume: 1234567.

@

ULTRASONOGRAPHER –
Diagnostic Imaging
Casual part-time (days,
evenings, and weekends)
Eligible for registration
as a Diagnostic Medical
Sonographer, you are
registered with the RDMS
and have a minimum of five
year’s experience in
ultrasound, OB/GYN, and
abdominal. Carotid and
venous Doppler experience
is a definite asset.

D

Full Time NUCLEAR MEDICINE
TECHNOLOGIST Currently we are
seeking a full-time
technologist to work at our
Nuclear Medicine Department,
Etobicoke Hospital Campus.
Hours: Rotating days.
Qualification:C.A.M.R.T.
required. In Vivo Scanning
and Densitometry experience
are essential.

A

X-Ray Technologists
(Reg’d) & Ultrasound
Technologist req’d for
clinics in Toronto area.
Able to work
independently, Excellent
remuneration. Please
forward resume to XYZ
Radiology, Fax 123-3456

E

SONOGRAPHERS –Echocardiology,
full & part-time; You have
completed an echocardiology
program and are registered
with the ARDMS. Ideally, your
related post-graduate
experience has been gained in
a hospital setting. Fax or email resume to the
Recruitment Coordinator.

B

Technical Specialist
Nuclear MedicineResponsible for the daily
operation of the
department, you have
formal nuclear
technologist training and
are certified with the
CAMRT and registered with
the CMRTO

j

EXCITING OPPORTUNITY AT XYZ
IMAGING Ultrasound
Technologist (FT/PT); Xray/Mammo technologist;
State-of-the-art equipment;
Filmless Ultrasound; Pleasant
environment; Fax CV to
Manager: 223-3453

Fax resume to personnel dept.
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A. What do you think the following phrases and abbreviations mean?
State-of-the-art equipment

remuneration

f/t

OB/GYN

p/t

neg.

exp.

CV

reg’d

req’d

Mammo

B. Comprehension questions:
1. What skills are required for each job?
2. What training is required for each position?
3. Which positions describe the work environment?
4. Which positions require certification?
5. What are the different job titles for ultrasound technologists?
6. What are the different job titles for X-ray technicians?
7. Which department is doing the hiring for each ad?

Activity 8: Research
Find a job ad in your field from the classified section of the newspaper or one of the
following Web sites:
www.headhunters.com/
www.medhunters.com/
www.canjobs.com
www.canada.plusjobs.com/fronteng.html
1. What is the position?
2. What are the necessary qualifications for the job?
3. Does the job require certification or registration? If so, with which organizations?
4. Where is the position located?
5. When will it begin?
6. Is the salary range mentioned?
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Unions
A union is an organization that represents a group of working people. The role of the union is
to protect the rights of workers.
The rights and benefits of unionized workers are guaranteed in the union contract. These
rights and benefits can include pay, hours of work, job security, promotions, protection
against discrimination and education and training requirements for the job. Both the company
and the union sign the union contract.
If a union member has a problem with an employer, the union will help the worker make a
complaint. This is called a grievance. The union helps the worker file the grievance.
Union members pay money every month to cover the costs of the union. These are called
union dues.
The Ontario government has proposed that all workplaces post a sign which would give
workers information on how to de-unionize, to allow workers the right to decide for
themselves whether or not they want to be unionized.

Activity 9: Pronunciation
Listen to the instructor. Mark the syllable stress in these words and phrases then practise
saying each one.
full-time

grievance

unionized

part-time

requirements

benefits

casual

salary

security

Activity 10: Interviews
Interview a partner and find out about unions in their country. Report your findings to the
class.
1. Are there unions in your country?
2. How do they operate?
3. Have you ever belonged to a union? What was your experience?
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Working conditions in Ontario
In general, more women work as medical technologists and technicians than men.
Most jobs are full-time although there is a growing number of part-time, casual and contract
positions. Opportunities for self-employment are limited.
Shift work is often required in hospitals and medical laboratories that offer round-the-clock
service. On-call duties may be required in smaller hospitals.
Positions in hospitals and large medical centres are usually unionized. Jobs in small private
clinics and laboratories are not.
There are many more employment opportunities in large urban centres than in small towns.

Activity 11: Vocabulary matching
Match the word on the left with the best definition on the right.
1. ___ full-time

a) a fixed, regular payment to employees, usually stated as an
annual sum

2. ___ part-time
3. ___ casual part-time
4. ___ contract work
5. ___ shift-work
6. ___ salary
7. ___ wage

b) insurance paid by employers for things like sick pay, dental
plan and parental leave
c) is a set number of hours in a day. For example, the day shift
is usually from 8AM to 4PM; the afternoon shift is from 4PM to
midnight; and the night shift, also called the “graveyard”
shift, is from midnight to 8AM
d) means 40 hours a week with a regular schedule. For
example, Monday to Friday, 9 to 5.

8. ___ benefits
9. ___ job security

e) means that work is not steady. Sometimes it may be ten
hours a week, and sometimes 20. It depends on how much
work there is.
f)

means that you are hired to do a job or a project. When the
job or project is finished, so is your employment.

g) means working only a few hours a week. For example,
fewer than 25 hours a week, maybe Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, 10 to 3.
h) refers to the permanence of a job
i)
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Activity 12: Discussion
1. What are some of the disadvantages of casual and part-time work?
2. Are there some advantages?
3. Would you be willing to work on-call?
4. In your last job, how many hours a day did you work?
5. Are you willing to do shift work?
6. Which would you prefer: a temporary job that pays well, or a permanent job that pays
less.

Activity 13: What kind of job do you want?
Read the following list of things people look for in a new job. Choose the four most important
and the four least important to you. List your four choices, then compare your list with the
lists of others.
good salary

close to home

opportunities to learn new skills

paid holidays

casual part-time work

friends working there

overtime work

flexible working hours

day care service at work

good boss

on-the-job training

permanent full-time work

job security

unionized position

benefits (medical and dental plan)

Most Important

Least Important

1. ________________________

1. ________________________

2. ________________________

2. ________________________

3. ________________________

3. ________________________
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For more information on…

where the jobs are
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visit an employment agency for newcomers
check your local newspapers
visit the Web site of the hospital in your area
visit community agencies that help newcomers with job search
visit the following job search Web sites:
Workopolis at
www.workopolis.com/content/fasttrack/healthcare.html
Headhunters at www.headhunters.com/
Medhunters (for jobs in medical fields) at medhunters.com/
canjobs.com
www.canada.plusjobs.com/fronteng.html
search the Internet using your occupation as a key word (for example,
sonographer jobs)

working conditions
talk to someone who works in your field
look in the newspaper for articles that cover current issues in health care

salaries
see the wage survey from Workwaves at www.workwaves.com

legal help
call Canadian Legal Education Ontario 416- 408-4420 for a list of legal
clinics in your area. They give information and legal help to workers who
don’t have a union in their workplace.
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WORKPLACE LAW IN ONTARIO
In this unit, you will learn about
employment standards
human rights
health and safety
workers’ compensation

Real stories…
Did you know?
While the typical vacation for North American workers is two weeks, many European
governments mandate longer vacations. French employers are required to provide 25
vacation days per year. German workers are entitled to 24 days. In Spain, workers have 22
days. Employers in Belgium, Ireland and the Netherlands provide 20 days, and in the
U.K. vacation requirements are from 15 to 20 days.
Source: Society for Human Resource Management, 2000

Activity 1: Discussion
Discuss each of the following situations.
1. John has had a 15-minute coffee break in the morning, and another in the afternoon for
the past year. Recently his employer reduced the breaks to ten minutes each. Can the
employer do this?
2. Anne was asked to pay for the lab coat that she is required to wear at work. Can the
employer do this?
3. Munir refuses to test some hazardous material delivered to the lab this week. Can he do
this?

Laws that protect workers in Ontario
The Ontario Ministry of Labour is responsible for labour laws in Ontario. These laws
describe the rights and responsibilities of employers and workers in this province.
As a new worker, you need to learn about these laws so that you know your rights and
responsibilities in the workplace.
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Employment standards
The Employment Standards Act is the law that contains Ontario’s basic rules about the
minimum standards for salary, overtime, vacations, maternity benefits, termination and more.
This provincial law covers most workers in Ontario. The Act describes:
Minimum wage: Employers must pay both full-time and part-time workers at least the
minimum wage. Any changes are announced in newspaper ads at least a month before the
change happens.
Hours of work: This is the number of hours for each normal working day. The Act says
that the limit for most employees is eight hours a day and 48 hours a week. Employers must
pay employees overtime if they work more than the legislated hours of work.
Overtime pay: Overtime pay is the wage that employers must give workers who work
overtime. Overtime pay is the regular wage X 1.5, or time and a half.
Meal breaks: Workers must have a meal break each working day. The length of this meal
break is determined either by the law, by the employer, or by union contracts. The Act does
not set coffee and rest breaks, but some employers allow coffee and rest breaks throughout
the day.
Public holidays: Under the law, Ontario has eight paid public holidays. Workers who
qualify for paid public holidays don’t have to work on these days, but are still paid their
regular wages for the day.
Vacation pay: Workers are entitled to a minimum number of days of paid holidays each
year. The law determines how long workers must work before they are eligible for paid
holidays and vacation pay.
Pregnancy and parental leave and benefits: This is the time off for a new parent.
While on pregnancy leave employees can receive employment insurance maternity benefits.
While on parental leave, employees can receive employment insurance parental benefits. To
qualify for these benefits the employee must have paid EI over a period of time prior to the
arrival of the baby.
Deductions: These are payments that employers can legally deduct from an employee’s
paycheque. This includes Employment Insurance and Canada Pension Plan payments.
Termination of employment: The law determines how employees or employers end their
contracts and how much termination pay must be paid.
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Activity 2: Pronunciation
Listen to the instructor. Mark the syllable stress in these words, then practise saying each
one.
vacation

overtime

deduction

minimum

compensation

standards

termination

benefits

Activity 3: Vocabulary matching
Test your understanding of employment standards terminology by matching the terms on
the left with their definitions on the right.
1. ___ minimum wage
2. ___ hours of work
3. ___ overtime pay
4. ___ meal breaks
5. ___ public holidays

a) payments that employers deduct from an
employee’s paycheque
b) the wage that employers must give workers who
work more than the normal hours of work in a
workweek

6. ___ vacation pay

c) employers must pay at least this much to parttime and full-time employees

7. ___ deductions

d) firing or giving notice

8. ___ termination of employment

e) time off or the equivalent pay
f)

a normal working day

g) time available for breakfast, lunch or dinner,
depending on your work schedule
h) days of rest, recreation or festivity
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Activity 4: Interview
Work with your partner to fill in the chart with information about Ontario’s employment
standards, then ask your partner about workplace law in other countries.
Question

In Ontario

1. What is the minimum wage?
2. How many weeks’ vacation do most workers get
each year?
3. How many public holidays are there?
4. What are the normal working hours each week?
5. What are the normal working hours each day?
6. Are employers required to pay overtime?
7. What are some deductions from paycheques?
8. Is there maternity and parental leave? How long
is it?
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Activity 5: Filling in a pay stub
Here is an employee’s pay stub for two weeks. Fill it in using the following information:
1. This person worked 50 hours.
2. They are paid $30.05 an hour.
3. Included in the hourly rate is payment for statutory holidays and vacation pay. They
received $42.13 for statutory holidays and $56.16 for vacation pay.
4. The total pay before deductions is $1,502.50.
5. Canada Pension Plan contributions are $53.35.
6. Employment Insurance (EI) deductions are $36.06.
7. Contribution to dental insurance is $36.12.
8. Contribution to extended health care insurance is $44.35.
9. Union dues are $12.
10. The net pay is $1,129.97
Bonus: How much income tax did this person pay?
Pay Date: Friday, April 13, 2001
Pay for: _________ hours
Rate: _________/hr.

Earnings

Deductions

First Gross (Basic)

1,404.21

Vacation

_______

_______________________

53.35

Stat. Holi.

_______

Dental Ins

_______

Fin. Grs.

1,502.50

E.H.C.

_______

Income Tax

_______

____________________

36.06

Union Dues

_______

First Gross

Adjustments

Final Gross

Deductions

Net Pay

98.29

1,129.97
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Human rights in the workplace
Ontario Human Rights Code
The Ontario Human Rights Code is the law that says all citizens in Ontario must receive
equal and just treatment. The Code protects workers in Ontario from discrimination and
harassment by their employers or co-workers. It also reminds all workers to treat each other
with respect.
The Ontario Human Rights Code forbids discrimination against a person because of race,
colour, religion or sex. Employers and workers must act according to the principles described
in this law. For example, it is inappropriate to continue sexual advances after someone asks
you to stop – this is called sexual harassment. It is also inappropriate to make jokes about
people of different races – this is called harassment too.
Discrimination
Discrimination means being treated differently from other people. There are situations in
which the employer is allowed to be selective on the basis of citizenship, age or disability.
But generally it is against the law to discriminate against people because of race, ancestry,
place of origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, creed, age, record of offences, marital
status, same-sex partnership status, family status or disability. This is why it is illegal for
employers in Ontario to ask questions about an applicant’s marital status, number of children,
age, etc.
Harassment
Harassment is a situation in which someone threatens or insults you. Racial harassment
includes racial jokes and derogatory comments. Sexual harassment includes unwanted
touching, sexual comments, sexual jokes and suggestions. Discrimination and harassment
can occur in job advertisements, questions about Canadian experience, job applications, job
interviews and in the way workers treat each other and how the employer treats the workers.
Ontario Human Rights Commission
The Ontario Human Rights Commission is the office that enforces the Ontario Human Rights
Code. Anyone who has been discriminated against or harassed in the workplace should try to
solve the problem with his or her colleague and employer, but if this fails, the commission
can help.

Activity 6: Discussion
Discuss the following questions about the reading:
1. Can an employer ask if you are married or have children?
2. Can an employer refuse to hire you if you are not a Canadian citizen?
3. If your boss is treating you unfairly, is it acceptable to complain about him/her to his/her
boss?
4. What should you do first if a co-worker in the workplace is harassing you?
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Activity 7: Vocabulary matching
Match the terms on the left with their definitions on the right.
1. ___ ancestry

a) being in a parent and child relationship

2. ___ creed

b) derogatory comments and unwelcome advances

3. ___ family status

c) physical or mental disability

4. ___ handicap
5. ___ harassment

d) the person to whom you are married or with whom you
live as a couple

6. ___ marital status

e) single, married, divorced, common law

7. ___ place of origin

f)

8. ___ sexual orientation

g) where you were born

9. ___ spouse

h) heterosexual (straight), homosexual (gay)

10. ___ discrimination

i)

being treated differently from others

j)

your beliefs, especially religious

relatives from many generations back

Activity 8: Discussion
Brainstorm questions that an employer might ask or statements that you might see in a job
ad that would be against the Human Rights Code.
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Activity 9: Pronunciation
Listen to the instructor pronounce the following words containing the “th” sound. Decide if
the word has a voiced “th” or a voiceless “th” sound. Can you think of other words to include
in the list?
voiced “th” sound
the
them
therapist
there
thorough
throughout
ethnicity
further
health
orthotist
pathologist
prosthetic
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Activity 10: Matching
Match each situation with the type of discrimination or harassment that it is.
P – place of origin

R – race

G – gender

C – creed

A – age

D – disability

__

1.

Andy was hired for a position as a sonographer. After a few months, he found out
that he was being paid less than one of the female employees who has the same
qualifications and experience as Andy.

__

2.

Ameena applied for a job as an X-ray technician. Ameena is East Indian. She
speaks English very well, but she has an accent. At the job interview the employer
told her that she was not right for the job. He said that he needed someone who
spoke English with no accent.

__

3.

Andrea is paraplegic and needs a wheelchair to get around. She applied for a
position as an orthotic technician. The employer told her that the lab was not set up
to accommodate someone with a wheelchair.

__

4.

Nathan is black. Most of his co-workers are white. Last week his co-workers were
telling “black jokes.” Nathan asked them to stop, but they just laughed at him and
went on with the jokes.

__

5.

Ute has been looking for a job as a medical laboratory technologist for almost two
years. She can’t understand why it is so difficult. Her friends say that it will be
impossible for her to get a job because she is 54 years old.

__

6.

Ahmed is a Muslim. He has a special prayer time every Friday. Every Friday one of
his co-workers teases him: “There goes Ahmed to the mosque again!”
Adapted from Discrimination and Harassment at Work, CLEO. August, 1993

Activity 11: Discussion
For each situation in the previous activity, decide if the worker was experiencing
discrimination or harassment.
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Health and safety
Occupational Health and Safety Act
The Occupational Health and Safety Act helps to protect the health and safety of workers in
the workplace. This Act is based on the idea that employers and employees must work
together to create a safe and healthy workplace.
Employers must do everything possible to protect workers’ health and safety and workers
must work with employers to identify and solve safety problems in the workplace. The Act
gives workers four basic rights:
•
•
•
•

the right to participate in keeping their workplace safe and healthy
the right to know about health and safety hazards through the Workplace Hazardous
Materials Information System (WHMIS)
the right to refuse work that they think is unsafe
the right to stop work.

Occupational health and safety applies to all workplaces, however some workplaces will
have more health and safety hazards than others. Inform yourself by contacting the Health
and Safety Association for your occupation or sector.

Activity 12: Pronunciation
Listen to the instructor. Mark the syllable stress in these words, then practise saying each
one.
hazard

protect

safe

W HMIS

hazardous

protection

unsafe

occupational

Activity 13: Whose responsibility is it?
Circle E for employer and W for worker in front of each sentence, according to whose
responsibility it is. Remember that some responsibilities are shared.
1. give information, training and supervision

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
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3. make sure safe work procedures are followed and equipment is used properly
4. report any broken equipment or safety devices
5. keep safety equipment in good condition
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7. report any health or safety violations
8. provide training on how to handle hazardous materials
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Workers’ compensation
Workers’ Compensation Act
The Workplace Safety and Insurance Act says that workers who are injured at work or get
sick from their work can receive compensation and assistance in getting back to work.
The Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) is the office responsible for
administering workers’ compensation. The WSIB also enforces the provincial occupational
health and safety system.
No injury is too small to report!
All employees must be registered with the WSIB. Employers must register any new
employees with the WSIB within ten days of hiring, or they can be fined. Employers must
also report any injuries that occur at the workplace to the WSIB within three days of the
injury.
Workers must report any injury to their employer immediately. If a worker misses work
because of an injury or illness, the employer must report it to the WSIB within three days of
the accident. Workers must also make a claim with the WSIB within six months of their
injury.
Although both the employer and the employee report any injury related to the job, employees
must apply for workers’ compensation and the WSIB decides if the law covers a worker or
not.

Activity 14: Discussion
1. Name three injuries that might affect people who deal with patients all day.
2. Have you ever been injured at work? What happened?
3. What are some reasons for a worker not reporting an injury at work?
4. Why is it important to report every injury?
5. Use the following models to help you paraphrase the rules for Workers’ Compensation.
Models:
If you _________________, you must __________________________________.
If you _________________, your employer must __________________________.
If you are eligible, the WSIB will ________________________________________.
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Activity 15: Vocabulary review
Fill in the blanks using words or expressions from the previous readings:
1. The ____________ ____________ ___________ is the law that talks about minimum
wage, hours of work, etc.
2. If an employer discriminates against me, I can make a complaint to the _____________
_________________ _________________.
3. If I quit my job I have to give _____________.
4. There is a $45 deduction on my ________ ________ for extended health care.
5. Money I pay each month to belong to a union is called _________ ________.
6. An example of ______________ is when an employer doesn’t hire someone because of
their skin colour.
7. An example of _________________ is when someone threatens or insults me at work.
8. If I get injured at work I can get _______________ ________________.
9. _______ _______ is my pay before all the deductions.

Activity 16: Research
If you need more details on Ontario’s employment standards, use brochures or the Internet
to find information about employment standards in Ontario. Use the For more information
on… page as a guide.
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For more information on…

employment standards
general information: contact the Ministry of Labour at 416-326-7000 or
toll-free at 1-800-531-5551
visit the Ministry of Labour Web site at www.gov.on.ca/lab for fact sheets
on hours of work, minimum wage, vacation, and more

WSIB
contact the WSIB at 416-344-1013 or toll-free at 1-800-387-8638
visit the WSIB Web page at www.wsib.on.ca

health and safety regulations
contact the Ministry of Labour at 416-326-7000 or toll-free at
1-800-531-5551
contact the Industrial Accident Prevention Association at www.iapa.on.ca
workers in non-unionized places can contact the Occupational Health
Clinics for Ontario Workers Inc. for information at www.ohcow.on.ca or
call:
Toronto: 416-449-0009
Hamilton: 1-800-263-2129
Sudbury: 1-800-461-7120
Windsor: 1-800-565-3185

WHMIS
call and ask for information on WHMIS and request a copy of WHMIS
symbols from Occupational Health and Safety at 416-314-5421 or print a
copy from www.gov.on.ca/lab/ohs

getting help
look up community legal clinics in the Yellow Pages
visit settlement agencies in your community for help
search www.settlement.org or look in your telephone book under
community services
contact CLEO at 416-408-4420 for information on legal clinics in your
area
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TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE
In this unit you will learn about
assessing previous training, experience, and foreign credentials
Canadian experience
training and upgrading

Real stories…
The story of Fatima, a medical laboratory technologist
Fatima and her family had an interview for
emigration to Canada with the Canadian
Embassy in Damascus, Syria. At the
interview the Immigration Officer asked
Fatima to send her documents for an
evaluation of her degree to Toronto. She
gave Fatima the address of the place where
she could send her documents. Fatima got
her original degree translated into English
and sent it to the address she was given.
She was told that she would receive her
landed papers and visas only after the
evaluation was returned. She was given a
limited period of time in which to present
the evaluation to the embassy. If she didn’t
present it on time, her landed documents
and visa would not be issued.
Fatima waited patiently for a reply but did
not receive any information or news for
three months.

Wondering what was happening, she
phoned a friend in Toronto and asked her
to make inquiries. Her friend called back to
say that the address and location of the
agency that she had been given had
changed and she gave her the new address.
Fatima forwarded her papers to the new
address and waited. Again two or three
months passed and nothing happened.
When she finally called the agency she
was told that they did not do evaluations
there but only conducted exams.
Finally she contacted a lawyer who gave
her the correct address and she then faxed
her papers for the third time to the
University of Toronto. She at last received
the evaluation of her degree from U of T
and immediately forwarded it to the
embassy in Syria. Fatima and her family
received their landed papers within a week.
Source:From an interview.
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Activity 1: True or false
Read the following sentences and circle T for true statements and F for false statements
about the reading. If the information is not clearly stated in the article, mark N/C:
T

F

N/C

1. Fatima is from Syria.

T

F

N/C

2. Fatima couldn’t get her landed immigrant papers until she had her
documents assessed.

T

F

N/C

3. A lawyer finally gave her the right address.

T

F

N/C

4. She studied at the University of Toronto.

T

F

N/C

5. Fatima sent her documents to several different places before she got the
right address.

T

F

N/C

6. Fatima now works in Canada.

Steps to employment in Ontario
Step 1: Translating all documents
As a foreign-trained professional, one of the first steps to employment in Ontario is to assess
your training and experience. The assessment is a comparison of your diplomas, certificates
and employment letters to Ontario standards. Before you can have an assessment of your
training outside Canada, you will need translations of all your certificates, transcripts, letters
of employment and references. Private translators or settlement agencies will do this for you
for a fee. Your translations must be notarized. This means that an official must sign the
translation and copies to certify that they are correct and true.
Step 2: Getting your credentials assessed
There are various ways to get an assessment of your foreign credentials:
•
•
•

most universities offer this service
some community settlement agencies that help newcomers also do assessments
an organization called World Education Services Canada provides assessments of
foreign academic credentials.
Two types of assessment are available. You can either have a document-by-document
assessment which assesses your documents to determine the Ontario equivalency of your
education level; or you can have a course-by-course assessment, which assesses your
documents and also includes each subject you have completed and an equivalent grade
average for each. There is a fee for this service.
Step 3: Upgrading your skills
You may need to upgrade your skills by taking additional courses to meet the standards and
requirements of your field. If you would like to enter an educational program in Ontario, you
can have a prior learning assessment. A prior learning assessment is a way to review and
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evaluate your previous studies, and your abilities and skills acquired through work and life
experiences so that you can be placed in an educational program here in Ontario.
Step 4: Writing national or provincial examinations
If you are planning to work in a field that requires you to be certified, you will have to write
either a provincial or national examination after you have completed the educational and
training requirements for the job. These are done through the college or association that
regulates your profession. There is usually a fee for this service.
Step 5: English as a second language (ESL) classes
You might want to join one of the classes run by LINC (Language Instruction for
Newcomers to Canada) to improve your language skills. To do so, contact a local community
organization that works with immigrants or an immigration office.
Community colleges and local boards of education offer many different kinds of ESL
courses. For example, you may want to brush up on your pronunciation or writing skills at a
school near you. To get information about these classes, look in the continuing education
calendars of community colleges and boards of education.
Many private English language institutes also offer ESL but they charge a fee. Look in the
Yellow Pages phone book under “Language Training”.

Activity 2: Comprehension questions
1. How is an assessment of your foreign credentials done?
2. Is there a fee for this service?
3. What is a prior learning assessment? Who does this service?
4. What do you have to do to become certified?
5. Where do you have to go to write the national or provincial examinations?

Activity 3: Certification
Find the professional association for your profession on the Internet or in pamphlets and
answer the following questions:
1. Do you have to be certified to work in your profession?
2. What do you have to do to get certified?
3. What documents do you need?
4. How much does it cost?
5. What are the advantages of being certified?
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Activity 4: Pronunciation
Listen to the instructor. Note that the word stress changes often from the first syllable (in a
verb) to the last syllable (in a noun).
evaluate

evaluation

certify

certification

occupy

occupation

organize

organization

register

registration

demonstrate

demonstration

specialize

specialization

analyze

analyzation

Activity 5: Filling out forms
Go to the World Education Services Canada Web site and print a blank copy of the
application form. Fill it out in class. (www.wes.org/ca/evalcomp.html)

“Canadian experience”
One of the biggest difficulties for newcomers looking for a job is the question of “Canadian
experience”. The law says that employers cannot stop you from getting a job because you
don’t have Canadian experience, but many employers still ask for it.
To deal with this problem, get some exposure to the Canadian job market by:
1. Volunteering
To find out about volunteer jobs, call a community agency that does work in your area such
as the volunteer association in your city. Ask for the volunteer coordinator for information
about volunteering. You can also check on the Internet. Some volunteer organizations such
as the volunteer centre in your city, may have their own postings on the Web.
2. Researching the Ontario workplace
Talk to a few people who have successfully adapted to the Canadian workplace. Compare the
Canadian workplace with your previous workplace and find the differences. If possible, do
volunteer work in your field.
3. Getting help for your job search
When you are ready to start your job search, join a job search program, a job-finding club or
an assisted job search program. These will give you all the support and practice you need.
You can find out about these programs at any HRDC Employment Resource Centre.
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Activity 6: Volunteer work
Read these ads for volunteer work. What transferable skills would these volunteer positions
provide? How could either of these positions add to your “Canadian experience”?

?

Patient care

@

Research

Transferable skills...:

MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL needs volunteers
who have compassion for the sick and
their families, a desire to work with
people who may be acutely ill, and a
willingness to assist staff and learn
new skills. Patient care volunteers
will have direct contact with
patients and will be integrated into
the medical team.
Excellent opportunity to be of
service to patients and lessen the
stress of hospitalization, assist the
professional staff and learn about a
hospital environment. Training and
supervision is provided.

FALLBROOK MEDICAL CENTRE needs
volunteers to assist with a basic
science laboratory research project.
Volunteers may learn various
techniques such as: cell culture
preparation; northern, southern or
western blots; gel electrophoresis;
and DNA sequencing.
Excellent opportunity for students.
Placements are determined by
applicant's level of education.

Activity 7: Role-play
Prepare a good response to questions about Canadian experience. For example:

Q:

Do you have Canadian experience?

A:

I have done similar work in my country. For example…

A:

I have researched your institution and feel that I understand the culture of your
workplace. You value responsibility, flexibility and the ability to work well in a team.

A:

What Canadian experience is required for the job?
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Activity 8: Pronunciation
The “ed” endings on words can have a “d”, “t” or an “id” sound. Listen to the instructor
pronounce the following words and put them in the correct column. Can you come up with a
rule for the pronunciation of “ed” endings?
“d” sound

“t” sound

“id” sound

researched
conducted
used
analyzed
produced
constructed
assisted
mixed
labelled
prepared
helped

What employers are looking for
Employers are looking for proof that you have good interpersonal skills, a college or
university degree, and some previous experience in the field. In your resume and interview
make sure to describe the work you have done and courses you have taken that have helped
you to get the skills they want.
When you apply for a job in Canada, employers want to know about your work experience.
You have to talk about:
•
•
•
•
•
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where you worked
how long you worked there
your position (job title, occupation)
your duties and responsibilities
your accomplishments
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Here are two examples:
In China, I worked as clinical chemist in the department of clinical pharmacology at the Jinling
Hospital in Nanjing for more than 20 years. I was responsible for determining drug concentrations
in plasma, serum, urine, etc. I also analyzed the concentration of bioactive substances in plasma
for the diagnosis of disease.
I worked as a radiography technologist in the biggest hospital in Tehran, the capital of Iran, for 8
years. I operated an X-ray machine and gave contrast media to patients, both orally and through
injections, under the direction of the physician.

Activity 9: Write your experience statement
Practise it and use it to tell people about your training, experience and knowledge. The more
people know about you, the more they are able to tell others! Word-of-mouth is one of the
best ways to get a job.
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Training and upgrading
In order to work in your profession or a related occupation, you may need training or
additional courses to upgrade your skills. These courses are available through local boards
of education, community colleges, private training institutions and universities. There are
full-time, part-time and continuing education programs.

Activity 10: Training providers
Use the pamphlets, flyers and school calendars to find information about training and
upgrading courses and fill in the chart.
TYPE OF TRAINING

TRAINING PROVIDER

English as a second
language (ESL)
ESL for health care workers
English upgrading
College courses in your
profession
University programs or
courses in your profession
Training in your profession
from private institutes (The
Michener Institute, for
example)
Adult day school and co-op
programs
Volunteering
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Activity: 11: Course descriptions
Read the course requirements description and answer the questions.
Radiation Therapy: One of the three main methods of treating cancer. It uses ionizing radiation to treat
primarily malignant disease in people of all ages.
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

Students are eligible for this program after completion of two years (ten credits) of university
education in a Canadian university or equivalent. Program prerequisites include one (1) full credit
in physics, chemistry, mathematics and biology; a course in statistics is desirable.
PROGRAM STUDIES

ANRD310 Human Anatomy

Year 1 /Semester 1

HBRD310 Physiology
PSRD310 Radiation Sciences
RBRT310 Radiobiology

COURSE DESCRIPTION ANRD310 Human Anatomy

This course examines the structure of the human body and its relationship to function. Basic
human cytology, histiology, gross anatomy, and neuroanatomy are covered. The laboratory
component is composed of computer-assisted learning modules.
1. What are the prerequisites for the course?
2. Do the prerequisite courses have to come from a Canadian university?
3. Is a course in statistics necessary?
4. What is the course number for Physiology?
5. What kind of work is done in the lab?

Activity 12: Vocabulary matching
Match the words on the left with the definitions on the right.
1. __ equivalent
2. __ prerequisites
3. __ desirable
4. __ credit
5. __ semester
6. __ component
7. __ eligible
8. __ computer-assisted learning
modules

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

what you need to study before you can get in
units of study that are done using a computer
part
equal to something
suitable
term, part of a year of study
course
preferable
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volunteering

For more information on …

call a volunteer association in your area
visit the Web site of any local hospital
visit Charity Village’s Web site at www.charityvillage.com for a listing of
volunteer jobs in the non-profit sector
visit www.voe-reb.org/welcome.html for a matching service for volunteers
and agencies across Canada
see www.sickkids.on.ca/volunteer/yearapplicationpage1.asp for an example
of an application form for a volunteer position

training and upgrading
look in the Yellow Pages for private colleges and vocational schools
visit the Ministry of Education and Training Web site at www.edu.gov.on.ca
for a list of Ontario Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology
visit the HRDC Interactive Training Inventory Service for Ontario at
www.trainingiti.com
visit the Michener Institute for Applied Health Sciences at
www.michener.on.ca
visit the Web sites of medical technologist and technician professional
associations and certifying bodies

assessment and evaluation of academic credentials
visit the Access to Professions and Trades Web site at
www.equalopportunity.on.ca/enggraf/more/trades
visit the World Education Services Web site at www.wes.org
call the Ontario comparative Education Service at the University of Toronto
at 416- 978-2185
visit the York University Web site at
www.yorku.ca/admin/admissio/aces/index.html

language training/ESL/LINC
look in the Yellow Pages under “Language Training”
contact a local school board for information about language training
look in community college or board of education catalogues under
“continuing education” or “ESL”
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Terminology for Work Tasks
Communication in the Workplace
Health and Safety in the Workplace
Personal Plan
Glossary
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6

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
In this unit you will learn about
terminology for equipment and machinery
terminology for supplies

Activity 1: Vocabulary matching
Match the number from the pictures on the following pages.
__ syringe

__ prosthetic

__ Petri dish

__ oxygen mask

__ microscope

__ medical chart

__ slide

__ liquid drug bottles

__ funnel

__ mortar and pestle

__ beaker

__ gurney

__ flask

__ Bunsen burner

__ scale

__ cast boot

__ graduated cylinder

__ vacutainers (for blood samples)

__ dropper

__ lab coat

__ crucible tongs

__ scrubs

__ braces

__ specimen containers

__ tweezers

__ cardiogram

__ oxygen bottle

__ sharps container

__ pipette
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Activity 2: Who uses which supplies?
Choose some of the items from the list and decide which technologist or technician would
use them. Which supplies do you use in your profession? See the example below.
Technologist/Technician

Supply

pharmacy technician

mortar and pestle

Activity 3: Vocabulary review
Write five sentences about various medical technologists and technicians describing which
supplies they use and what they are used for.
For example:
A pharmacy technician uses a mortar and pestle for grinding tablets.
1. A ________________ uses _____________ for _______________________________.
2. A ________________ uses _____________ for _______________________________.
3. A ________________ uses _____________ for _______________________________.
4. A ________________ uses _____________ for _______________________________.
5. A ________________ uses _____________ for _______________________________.

Activity 4: Pronunciation
Listen to the instructor pronounce each of the following words. Mark the word stress as you
listen. Practise saying each one.
Petri dish

cylinder

Bunsen burner

electrodes

microscope

crucible

vacutainers

chemistry

graduated

gurney

specimen

ultrasound
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A CT scanner is used to produce cross-sectional views of patients.
An electrocardiograph (ECG) machine traces electrical impulses from the heart.
An ultrasound machine uses high-frequency sound waves to produce images of the body.
It is commonly used on pregnant women to get images of the fetus.
An ultrasound transducer is a hand-held wand used to direct sound waves into the
patient’s body.
An X-ray machine uses radiation to produce images of the body especially the bones.
Mammography equipment uses radiation to get images of breast tissue.
MRI equipment uses giant magnets and radio waves rather than radiation to create an
image of the body.
A linear accelerator is used to administer radiation treatment to cancer patients.

Activity 5: Matching
Write the job title beside the equipment:
ultrasonographer

cardiology technologist

radiation therapist
radiography technologist

specialized radiography technologist

1. CT scanner
2. Electrocardiograph machine (ECG)
3. Ultrasound machine
4. X-ray machine
5. Ultrasound transducer
6. Mammography machine
7. Linear accelerator
8. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
equipment
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Activity 6: Health and safety equipment
In small groups, discuss what each of the following items relating to health and safety on the
job would be used for and why. Have you used any of these items in your job?
For example:
Safety goggles are used for protecting the eyes. (for + gerund)
Eye wash stations are used to rinse your eyes if they get splashed. (to + infinitive)
1. Lead aprons
2. Plastic aprons
3. Latex gloves
4. Fire extinguisher
5. Face mask
6. Thermoluminescent dosimeters (radiation badge)
7. Ventilator
Write eight sentences describing the use of health and safety equipment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Activity 7: Priorities
Read the statements about three medical institutions and answer the questions below.

?

This hospital is one of the largest paediatric academic health science centres in the world,
with an international reputation for excellence in health care, research and teaching.

@

Belmont Community Hospital operates priority programs in:
AGING

SCHULICH HEART CENTRE

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH

REGIONAL CANCER CENTRE (T-SRCC)

ORTHOPAEDIC & ARTHRITIC INSITUTE

TRAUMA

PERINATAL AND GYNAECOLOGY

WOMEN’S HEALTH

A

ABC Laboratories Inc.
DNA
PATERNITY
Accurate testing, Affordable, Legal Results
We also do
BONE MARROW DONOR TESTING
Call: 222-3333

1. What kind of a hospital is the first ad for? What does it specialize in?
2. What are some of the priorities for Belmont Community Hospital?
3. What does ABC Laboratories specialize in?
4. What were the priorities of the last place where you worked?

Activity 8: Research
Call a local hospital or medical laboratory, visit their Web site or look through pamphlets and
find out what they specialize in. Report back to the class.

Activity 9: Pronunciation
Listen to the instructor pronounce each of the following names for medical departments.
Mark the word stress as you listen, then practise saying each one.
obstetrics

gynaecology

psychiatry

cardiac rehabilitation

surgical

orthopaedics

paediatrics

trauma

urology

physiotherapy

geriatrics

hospice care
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For more information on…

technology used in the workplace
visit Siemens at www.med.siemens.com for examples of common
equipment
visit Imaginis at www.imaginis.com for descriptions of technology used in
the workplace
visit a workplace and speak to someone working in your field
look in the Yellow Pages under “medical supplies”

hospitals and medical laboratories
search the Internet using the name of your city and “hospitals”
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WORK TASKS
In this unit you will learn about
duties and responsibilities
work tasks and processes

Real stories…
An electroencephalographic (EEG) technologist
Thomas is an EEG technologist working in
a large hospital in an urban centre. His job is
to help physicians diagnose brain tumors,
strokes and epilepsy. He also measures the
effects of infectious diseases on the brain.
To do this, he uses an instrument called an
electroencephalograph (EEG) machine. He
gets patients’ medical histories. He then
helps them to relax before applying
electrodes to designated spots on the
patient’s head. When the electrodes are in
place, he sets the instrument for the type and
intensity of the stimulus that is needed for
the test and increases the intensity until

the patient reacts. He then records the
sensation level.
Sometimes he does nerve conduction tests.
This involves placing electrodes on a
patient’s skin over a muscle and stimulating
the nerve with an electrical current to see
how long it takes for the nerve impulse to
reach the muscle.
Aside from his regular duties, Thomas is
also responsible for keeping records,
scheduling appointments, ordering supplies
and maintaining the equipment.
Source: From an interview

Activity 1: Vocabulary matching
Match each word to its definition by writing the corresponding letter in the blank space.
1. __ urban

a) specific

2. __ apply

b) something that produces a reaction

3. __ designated

c) city

4. __ intensity

d) to be affected (by a stimulus)

5. __ stimulus

e) a feeling

6. __ react

f) put on

7. __ sensation

g) to cause something to react

8. __ stimulate

h) how strong something is
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Activity 2: Reading comprehension
Answer the following questions about the reading:
1. Where does Thomas work?
2. What were Thomas’ primary duties?
3. What were his secondary responsibilities?
4. What are the instruments he uses to do his job?
5. Why is it important to make the patient relax?

Activity 3: Classifying work tasks
The following is a list of work tasks described by HRDC’s Essential Skills Profile for workers
in the health sector. Assign codes to the list of work tasks according to the skills needed to
perform them. There may be more than one skill involved for each task.
Remember that communication skills include listening, and thinking skills include problemsolving, decision-making, planning and organizing.
R – reading comprehension

W – writing skills

CS – communication and social skills

T – thinking skills

IT – computer skills/information technology

N – numeracy skills

___
___
___
___
___
___

1. Interpret drawings and figures when reading information about a procedure or
how to use a piece of equipment
2. Interact with co-workers to exchange technical information
3. Write notes to themselves or co-workers about completed tasks or tasks that
need to be done
4. Measure materials for mixing, using scales in millilitres and grams
5. Read safety information such as fire regulations and workplace hazards
information

___

6. Use a database to retrieve patient files
7. Participate in formal discussions about work processes

___

8. Read labels on containers for instructions and precautions

___

9. Decide on how to deal with an aggressive patient to make sure no one is
harmed

___

10. Talk reassuringly to comfort patients

___
___

11. Read reports about patients

___

13. Receive instructions from co-workers and supervisors and discuss problems to
be resolved

___

14. Explain procedures to patients and respond to questions and concerns
15. Plan and organize work activities to meet deadlines

___
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12. Record information in charts or forms indicating a patient’s progress, condition
or behaviour
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Activity 4: Essential skills in your job
These are essential skills needed for your job. Give one example of each.
1. Reading comprehension

2. Communication and
social skills

3. Thinking skills (problemsolving, decision-making,
planning and organizing)
4. Writing skills

5. Computer
skills/Information
technology
6. Numeracy skills
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Presenting yourself
When presenting yourself on a resume or at an interview, it is important to be clear and
precise. Employers do not have time to read long, detailed descriptions of your experiences
in your previous job. Also, when phrasing sentences, some verbs are more appropriate than
others. For example: “I applied and removed casts” sounds better than “I put on and took off
casts”.

Activity 5: Dialogues
Change the following sentences using more appropriate verbs from the choices given in the
box, then practise the dialogues.
produce

operate

conduct

perform

administer

assist

instruct

construct

monitor

collect

For example:
I used an X-ray machine.

Î I operated an X-ray machine.

1. I did routine blood and urine tests.
2. I made three-dimensional images using an ultrasound machine.
3. I made dentures and other dental devices.
4. I helped the orthopaedic surgeon.
5. I taught students during their clinical stage of training.
6. I checked instrument performance.
7. I gave drugs to patients.
8. I got blood samples from patients.

Practice dialogues:
A: What did you do in your last job?
B: I applied and removed casts.
A: What were you responsible for in your last job?
B: I was responsible for verb + gerund
A: Tell me about your last job.
B: …
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Activity 6: Pronunciation
The “ed” endings on regular verbs have three different sounds: “d”, “t” and “id”. Listen to the
instructor pronounce each word and put them in the appropriate column depending on the
sound you hear. Practise saying each one.
“t”

“d”

“id”

cleaned
checked
scanned
performed
monitored
operated
produced
interpreted
administered
collected
shaved
injected

Activity 7: Asking questions
Patients need to answer some questions before some diagnostic imaging tests. These
questions may include:
1. Are you pregnant?
2. Do you have any metal objects (such as a pacemaker or an artificial hip replacement) in
your body?
Think of three questions you might ask a patient/client in your daily work routine:
1.
2.
3.
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Activity 8: What would you say?
One aspect of a job that deals directly with patients is to make them feel comfortable and
relaxed. It is important to acknowledge the patient’s fears and then try to calm them down.
The following words of support and encouragement can be used:
Don’t worry. I’ll be very careful.
I understand your fear, but don’t worry. I’ll be as gentle as I can.
Everything will be OK. Don’t worry.
I know this may be frightening to you but nothing will happen. I promise.
What would you say if you were the health care worker in these situations? How would you
respond to these patients?
For example:
A young child is afraid of getting an injection. You could say:
“It’s OK. Don’t be frightened.” Or “I know it must hurt. I’ll be careful.”
1. A small boy needs to have an X-ray done and he says that he is scared and wants his
mother to be beside him.
2. A woman is about to have a mammogram and she says that the last one she had was
painful.
3. A pregnant woman about to have an ultrasound says she is afraid the procedure will
harm her baby.
4. A child is crying because she needs to have a cast removed and is scared it will hurt.
5. A man who is about to undergo a stress test to check his heart function, says that he is
afraid he will have a heart attack.

Activity 9: Role-play
Prepare a dialogue for one of the previous situations and present it to the class
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Activity 10: Instructions
The following are six steps for an ultrasound examination. Put the steps in order.
___

The ultrasound technician then sweeps the transducer back and forth across the
skin to image the area of interest ( the fetal baby). The patient is asked to relax and
stay calm during the examination.

___

The sonographer will ask the patient to get dressed and wait while the ultrasound
images are reviewed, either on film or a TV monitor. In many cases the
sonographer reviews the ultrasound images at the same time as they are being
produced.

___

The patient is positioned on an examination table.

___

The patient can leave after the ultrasound images are reviewed. In some cases,
more images will have to be taken.

___

The patient is asked to remove any articles of clothing or jewellery surrounding the
area to be imaged. In some cases the patient may be asked to wear a hospital
gown.

___

A clear gel is applied to the area to be examined, for example the abdomen. This
gel helps connect the ultrasound transducer to the skin.

Activity 11: Vocabulary matching
Match each word to its definition by writing the corresponding letter in the blank space.

2. __ gel

a) what an ultrasonographer moves along on the body to get an
image

3. __ transducer

b) screen

4. __ monitor

c) a jelly-like substance

5. __ review

d) check

1. __ sweep

e) move back and forth
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Activity 12: Daily routines
Draw a flowchart to illustrate a procedure used at some point during the day in your previous
job.
For example:
I am a cardiovascular technologist. I specialize in cardiac catheterization procedures. This is
where a physician puts a small tube or catheter through a patient’s blood vessel from a spot
on the patient’s leg into the heart to find out if there is a blockage. Here is my flowchart:

I position the patient on the
examining table.

ª

I shave, clean and inject
anesthesia to the top of the
person’s leg.

ª

During the procedure, I
monitor the patient’s heart
rate and blood pressure
using electrocardiogram
(ECG) equipment.

Activity 13: Fill in the chart
Use the skills from this unit and fill in the chart with examples of your experience. Omit the
examples that do not relate to your profession.
Skills, knowledge and experience
Knowledge of the health sector in
Ontario
A college diploma in my field
A university education in my field
Practical experience in my field
Practical experience using diagnostic
equipment needed to do my job
Excellent oral and written
communication skills
Able to work as a team member
Excellent ability to deal with people
Genuine desire to help patients and
other people
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For more information on…

work tasks
visit Imaginis at www.imaginis.com for descriptions of work tasks in
various occupations
visit the HRDC essential skills profile database at www.hrdcdrhc.gc.ca/hrib/hrp-prh for a description of the essential skills required for
any position
visit your local library and search for occupational profiles for medical
technologists and technicians. You can look for the National Occupational
Classification published by HRDC or the Career Monographs published
by the University of Toronto Press.
visit a local resource centre for information about jobs in your field
visit Biomedical Instrumentation Index at
www.msoe.edu/~milkowsk/pe642/man_inde.html
talk to someone who works as a medical technologist or technician
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COMMUNICATION IN THE WORKPLACE
In this unit you will learn about
communicating with supervisors and co-workers
dealing with miscommunication
communicating with patients
You will also practise dialogues
with supervisors and colleagues

Workplace communication and culture
Communication in the workplace is very important to your success as an employee. New
workers for whom English is a second language face a real challenge when it comes to
communicating in the workplace. They may have difficulty understanding and giving
instructions and other written and verbal information. They may also find that the workplace
culture in Ontario is very different. Workplace culture refers to the values and ethics of a
place of employment. These values can be seen in the way managers and other supervisors
treat staff, the work ethic, the dress code of the workplace, etc. Workers who understand
these values will have the best chance of succeeding in that work environment. Be conscious
of your environment, observe other workers, listen carefully to the way people communicate
with each other and learn the vocabulary that medical technologists and technicians use.
Employers are looking for people who can communicate well. They often ask for “strong
interpersonal communication skills”. Some examples of what this means are:
1. you can solve problems with patients or clients and co-workers by talking about the
problems
2. you clearly address the client’s health conditions and emotional needs
3. you clearly communicate to the supervisor when you are not available to work
4. you can help patients relax by talking to them in a pleasant tone.
The key to good communication is to be honest and clear. If you don’t understand something,
always ask. Also, if something is wrong at work, always talk to your supervisor about it. If
you are having a problem with a co-worker or supervisor, discuss it with her/him first before
taking the matter to a higher level.
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Activity 1: Discussion
1. Give two examples of situations where you solved a problem at work that was either
personal or technical by talking it through with a colleague, supervisor or patient.
2. To whom might you have to report a client’s health and medical condition? What kinds of
communications skills are required for this?
3. What are some appropriate times when you may not be available to work?
4. What are some phrases that you might use to make patients feel more comfortable?
5. Do you have an example of a situation when a conflict with a co-worker or supervisor
was not resolved and how did you handle it?

Activity 2: Asking for permission
Read the following dialogue with a partner and then practise making your own dialogues
using the examples below.

Dialogue
Mike: Excuse me, Helen.
Helen: Yes?
Mike: Could I possibly change to an afternoon shift on Friday?
Helen: Hmm. Well, I’m not really sure.
Mike: The reason I’m asking is that my son is very sick and I need to take him to see a
doctor in the morning. My wife doesn’t drive so I’m the only one who can take him.
Helen: Well, in that case, of course you can do the afternoon shift.
Mike: Thanks very much.

Practice dialogue model
A: Excuse me, ____________.
B: Yes?
A: Could I possibly_____________________________________________?
B: Hmm. Well, I’m not really sure.
A: The reason I’m asking is that ________________________.
B: Well, in that case, of course you can _______________________________.
A: Thanks very much.
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Excuses…
Request

Reason

1. have Friday off

parents are arriving at the airport from Poland
and they don’t speak any English

2. leave early

have an appointment with a specialist and this
was the only time he was available

3. change shifts

have to take my wife to the doctor because she
is pregnant

Activity 3: Apologizing to a supervisor or co-worker
Read the following dialogue in pairs and then practise other dialogues using the model
below.

Dialogue
Technologist: I’m sorry I couldn’t stay for the meeting yesterday.
Supervisor: That’s all right.
Technologist: The reason is that I had a dental appointment
Supervisor: I understand. Don’t worry about it.

Try these…
Can’t…

Reason

1. come in late today

had car troubles

2. can’t work this Saturday

have a family commitment

3. can’t work the night shift this week

no one to take care of my child

4. come to work today

have a terrible cold

5. discuss the report now

have to see a patient

6. chair the meeting

have a sore throat
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Miscommunication in the workplace

Hue’s story
Hue was a new pharmacy technician in a retail pharmacy. On her first day on the job, the
pharmacist tried to show her how to retrieve client records from the computerized
database. Hue had limited computer skills and was a bit nervous during the training
session.
The pharmacist began by explaining what steps she had to perform to get into the system.
He also told her what to do in case she made a mistake. As the pharmacist went through
his explanations, Hue realized that he was speaking too quickly for her to understand all
the details. Nevertheless, she kept nodding her head while he was talking to let him know
that she was listening.
When the pharmacist got to the end of his explanation, he asked her if she had any
questions. Hue, who had no idea what questions she could possibly ask, said, “No”. The
pharmacist assumed he had made himself clear and left, convinced that the new technician
knew exactly what to do; otherwise she would certainly have asked him to repeat his
instructions.
Hue, on the other hand, was shocked to see the pharmacist walk away without repeating
what he wanted her to do. Didn’t he realize that she had barely understood anything of
what he had told her?

Activity 4: Discussion
Briefly answer the following questions:
1. In the case above, Hue kept nodding her head while the pharmacist was talking. In your
opinion, what was she trying to tell the pharmacist? How did the pharmacist interpret her
nodding? What did he think? Why did the pharmacist ask Hue if she had any questions?
What was he trying to find out?
2. Why did Hue say she didn’t have any questions? What was she trying to tell the
pharmacist?
3. How did the misunderstanding occur? What mistake did the pharmacist make? What
mistake did Hue make? What should they have done differently?
4. What could Hue do to solve the problem?
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Avoiding miscommunication
Here are some expressions to use for avoiding miscommunication:
To show you don’t Excuse me?
understand: I’m sorry?
To ask for repetition: I’m not sure what to do when I make a mistake.
Could you repeat the first step?
To paraphrase: Did you say to make 15copies?
To ask for clarification: Was that 15 copies or 50?

Activity 5: Pronunciation
Practise the rising intonation to ask for clarification and to show you don’t understand
something.
Excuse me?
Did you say turn off the machine?
You would like me to go where?
Where is the meeting?
Did you say thirty pages or thirteen?
Sorry?
Was that fifteen copies?
That was ten books, right?
How many patients are there?
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Activity 6: Asking questions for clarification
This process describes the work of a nuclear medicine technologist. Fill in the blanks with
questions asking for clarification. Then practise the dialogue with a partner.
A: In nuclear medicine, a patient is given a radionuclide and then scanned to determine
how well different organs in the body are functioning.
B:
A: A radionuclide is a radioactive drug. It is an unstable atom that gives off radiation in
the body.
B:
A: The first thing we do is explain the procedure to patients and answer any questions
they may have. Next we prepare a dose of radiopharmaceuticals and administer it by
mouth or injection. Then we scan the body using a gamma scintillation camera or
“scanner”.
B:
A: The scanner helps the technologist see where the radioactive drugs are localized to
determine if different organs are functioning properly or not.
B:
A: After that, we produce the images on a computer screen or on a film for the physician
to look at.

Activity 7: Writing
Write a set of instructions (minimum four steps) for a task relating to your previous work
experience. Present your instructions to the class. The class should ask for clarification or
repetition of anything they don’t understand.
Situation:
Instructions:

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Conflict management
In any work situation when you are dealing with people who have different values and ways
of thinking, some degree of conflict is unavoidable. Sometimes these differences are the
result of personality conflicts where two people have such different personalities that they
just can’t seem to get along. Different people also have different work styles.
Sometimes cultural differences make people feel uncomfortable, or they can cause conflict
because people have different expectations about how people should speak, behave or make
decisions.
Many conflicts relate to unclear chains of command. Every organization has certain lines of
communication starting from the bottom to the top and problems occur when these lines of
communication are not respected.
It is not only what we communicate that is important, but also how we communicate it.
Improper intonation can lead to misunderstandings and conflict. Also, speaking to someone
in an informal manner when a formal approach is more appropriate can cause problems in the
workplace. For example, calling someone in a position of authority by their first name may
sometimes be inappropriate.

Activity 8: Case studies
Read each of the case studies and decide if the problem is:
PC

personality conflict

WS
CD

problem related to different work styles
cultural differences

CC

problem of chain of command

IM

problem caused by informal manner

1. ___ An employee has a problem with his supervisor. After speaking to him about the
problem, it is still not resolved. He decides to speak to his supervisor’s boss about
it. When he enters the office, he says, “Hi Jim. How ya doin?”
2. ___ A patient complains to you about one of your colleagues at work. The patient says
that your colleague has a terrible bedside manner and was very rude to her. When
you talk to your co-worker, he tells you that there was nothing wrong with the way
he treated the patient and that in his country no one would think he had done
anything wrong.
3. ___ You are working as part of a team in a laboratory. You have very strict deadlines to
meet. One member of your team is often late for work and has difficulty meeting
deadlines. This affects your work and the work of everyone else. (What would you
do if the supervisor called you into her office to talk about the fact that deadlines
were not being met?)
4. ___ You are working as part of a team. One person on the team always wants things to
be done his way and refuses to listen to anyone else’s ideas. Everyone is upset.
5. ___ Your supervisor has just given you some work to do and a little while later, his boss
comes and asks you to do something else. Both jobs need to be done right away.
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Activity 9: Discussion
Discuss how each of the previous problems should be handled.

Activity 10: Report writing
Write a brief report about working as part of a team. Include comments on personality
differences or working styles. Were there any conflicts within the team? How were they
resolved?

Activity 11: Offering to help
Read the following dialogues in which someone is offering assistance and then practise your
own.

Dialogue 1

Try these…

Worker: Can I help you get up now?

1. put the lead apron on?

Patient: Sure. If you don’t mind.

2. roll up your sleeve?

Worker: Not at all. I’m here to help.

3. get up on the examination table?

Patient: Thanks. I really appreciate it.

4. offer to help a patient with
something of your choice.

Dialogue 2

Try these…

Worker: Could you please lift up your arms?

1. lift your feet?

Patient: I don’t think I can.

2. take off your glasses?

Worker: Don’t give up.

3. stand up?

Patient: Oh, let me try.

4. put your right arm up?

Worker: Very good. Thank you

5. your idea
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For more information on…

workplace communication
visit the public library and search for books relating to your occupation.
Textbooks used in colleges are also helpful

workplace culture
visit Web sites of hospitals and laboratories and search for job
opportunities. There is often a description of the workplace culture.
visit a local hospital and observe people
study the organizational chart of a hospital or clinic in your area. This will
tell you what the organization’s priorities are.
do volunteer work to practise interacting with patients and other workers
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HEALTH AND SAFETY IN THE WORKPLACE
In this unit you will learn about
health and safety issues in the workplace

Personal safety
There are several things you need to consider regarding personal safety in the workplace.
•
•
•
•

Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS)
special precautions when dealing with body substances
radiation safety if you do radiographic examinations
accident prevention

WHMIS: What you need to know
Hazard Symbols
WHMIS gives information about potentially hazardous substances in the workplace. All
hazardous materials are labelled with one of symbols shown below. There are 8 different
symbols and it is very important that the worker is able to recognize these.
Class A: COMPRESSED GAS
Oxygen is an example of compressed gases.
Class B: FLAMMABLE AND COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL
Flammable or combustible materials will ignite and continue to burn if exposed to a flame or
source of ignition.
Class C: OXIDIZING MATERIAL
Can cause other substances to burn or make them burn faster. Ozone, chlorine, and nitrogen
dioxide are oxidizing materials.
Class D: POISONOUS AND INFECTIOUS MATERIAL
1. Materials causing immediate and serious toxic effects. These materials may cause serious
health problems, even death, within a short time of being exposed to them. An example is
cyanide.
2. Materials causing other toxic effects. These materials cause harmful effects days, months
or years after one or more exposures. Materials which cause cancer are included here.
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3. Biohazardous and infectious materials. The materials in this group can cause serious
infectious diseases.
Class E: CORROSIVE MATERIAL
A substance that will “eat away” other materials, such as steel. Corrosives can seriously harm
your eyes and burn your skin. Ammonia is an example of a corrosive substance.
Class F: DANGEROUSLY REACTIVE MATERIAL
These materials may produce a poisonous gas or explode if the container is heated,
pressurized or dropped.

Activity 1: Matching
Try matching the correct symbol with the hazardous substance. When you are done, check
your answers with a WHMIS pamphlet.

1.

a) Reactive Material

__

2.

__

b) Biohazardous Infectious Material
c) Compressed Gas

3.

__

4.

__

d) Oxidizing Material
e) Other Toxic Effects
f)

5.

__

6.

__

Corrosive Material

g) Poisonous and Infectious Material
h) Flammable and Combustible Material

7.

__

8.

__

Activity 2: Pronunciation
Listen to your instructor pronounce the following words. Practise pronouncing the “-ous”
endings and word stress.
hazardous

poisonous

serious

infectious

conscious

injurious

dangerous

conscientious
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Activity 3: Body substance precautions
Look at the pictures of body substance precautions and match the picture on the right with
the written definition on the left.

a) place intact needles/syringes and “sharps” in designated disposal container; do not
bend or break needles
b) wash hands
c) wear gloves when likely to touch body substances
d) wear mask/eye protection when likely to be splashed
e) wear plastic apron or a gown when clothing is likely to be soiled

Activity 4: Comprehension questions
Answer the questions about body substance precautions.
1. What should you do with sharp objects like syringes?
2. What should you do if you spill blood accidentally?
3. What should you do if you accidentally come in contact with body fluids?
4. What should you do if you know that your hands will come in contact with body
substances?
5. What should you do if it is likely that a body substance might get on your clothing?
6. What should you do if there is a possibility that your eyes will come in contact with body
substances?
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Radiation safety
1.

Radiology personnel will not hold patients for radiographic examinations. A family
member or another staff member should hold the patient and be given the appropriate
protective clothing.

2.

All personnel will stand behind the lead barrier during X-ray exposures.

3.

All personnel will wear lead aprons during fluoroscopic procedures, and while making
exposures in surgery or with portable X-ray machines.

4.

Radiation badges will be provided for all personnel and must be worn.

5.

All patients having radiographic examinations must wear lead aprons.

6.

All women of childbearing age should be asked if they might be pregnant before
proceeding with any examinations. Whenever possible, examinations of the pelvis
and/or abdomen will be done within the first ten days after the onset of menstruation.

7.

When any radiographic examinations not involving the abdomen or pelvis are done on a
pregnant patient, the entire abdomen and pelvis are to be shielded with lead.

Activity 5: True or false
Answer the true/false questions about the Radiation Safety reading.
T F

1. Only patients must wear a lead apron at all times.

T F

2. Wearing a lead apron while making exposures during surgery is mandatory.

T F

3. Everyone must wear a radiation badge.

T F

4. A radiographic examination cannot be done on a woman who is pregnant.

T F

5. Whenever possible, radiologic examinations should be done within the first ten
days after menstruation.
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Accident prevention
Medical technologists and technicians are sometimes exposed to hazardous situations. Your
health and safety is very important to the employer. Here are some rules that one employer
teaches new workers.
1. Don’t lift anything that is too heavy for you.
2. Use safe lifting techniques when helping the patient.
3. Use safe lifting techniques when lifting heavy objects.
4. Don’t lift the patient on your own.
5. If the patient falls, call for help.
6. Read all labels on bottles, etc.
7. Wear gloves when using dangerous chemicals.
8. Wash your hands frequently.
9. Wear gloves when handling blood or body fluids.
10. Use safety equipment whenever possible.
11. Report any dangerous situations to your employer.
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Activity 6: Preventing injuries and accidents
Think of some of your job tasks. What are some potential hazards? What can you do to
prevent them? Fill out the chart. One is already done for you.

Job Task

Potential hazards

1. Lifting patients

Back injury

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Real stories…
A radiography technologist
Monica is a radiography technologist. One day, she was asked to do an X-ray of a man
who was having a re-assessment done three months after having knee surgery. He came to
the X-ray room on a stretcher, and Monica asked him to roll on to the X-ray table. While
doing the first exposure, she noticed that the man was intoxicated. Before doing the second
exposure, she asked him not to put his fingers under the table because he might get injured.
He did so anyway, and his three middle fingers were pinched in the table as she was
moving him. He began to yell at her, telling her she was stupid and careless, and that she
had seriously hurt his fingers. When she checked them, she found that no serious injury
had occurred.
Source: From an interview.

Activity 7: Vocabulary matching
Match the following words on the left with the correct definitions on the right:
1. ___ re-assessment

a) a bed to transport patients

2. ___ stretcher

b) when something is squeezed between two objects

3. ___ intoxicated

c) happened

4. ___ pinched
5. ___ exposure

d) check-up to make sure an injury or surgery has healed
properly

6. ___ occurred

e) X-ray picture
f)

drunk

Activity 8: Discussion
Answer the following questions:
1. What should Monica do?
2. Should she report this incident to her supervisor?
3. Should she fill out an accident report form? Why/why not?
4. What would you do if you had a patient who was drunk? Verbally abusive? Physically
abusive?
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Activity 9: Filling in forms
Read the following story and fill in the incident report form provided by your instructor with as
much information as you can.
This incident involved an 83-year old in-patient by the name of Jane Jones in the EEG
department (program code 123) of St. Stephen’s Hospital on Monday, July 10, 2001. It
happened in the exam room. While being lifted from a stretcher to the examination table,
Ms. Jones moved unexpectedly and fell from the table. She may have fractured her right
hip. The degree of injury was moderate. An X-ray was ordered. The doctor, supervisor
and next of kin were notified. The incident was also documented in Ms. Jones’s chart.

Activity 10: Health and safety
Discuss the following case studies and decide on the best way to handle the situation:
1. You are a radiography technologist and your supervisor would like to be in the room while
you are taking an X-ray. Your supervisor doesn’t put on a lead apron even though he is
required to do so for safety reasons. You would:
a) not say anything to him, but report the incident to his boss.
b) tell him that for safety reasons, he must put on an apron.
c) keep quiet and do nothing.
2. You are a dental technologist. The dental laboratory in which you work is poorly
ventilated, and you feel there may be some risk to your health from exposure to a variety of
harmful fumes, gases and dust. You would:
a) not say anything and hope the supervisor will do something about it.
b) report the problem to your supervisor and refuse to work until something is done
about it.
c) file a complaint with the Ministry of Labour.
3. You are a medical laboratory technologist. You work in a lab with several other
technologists. One of your co-workers sometimes works without wearing protective gloves.
He says that he hates to wear them because he always has an allergic reaction to latex and
feels uncomfortable whenever he puts them on. You would:
a) report this to the supervisor.
b)

say nothing. After all, he is aware of the risks and he can do whatever he likes with
his own body.

c)

tell him to discuss the problem with a supervisor and see if there is another type of
protective glove he can use which will be just as effective but not cause him so much
discomfort.
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Activity 11: Dialogue practice
Write a dialogue about one of the previous situations. Role-play in front of the class.

Emergency codes
Hospitals in Ontario have a colour code system that is used when reporting emergencies.
Different colours represent different types of emergencies. These codes are currently being
standardized across the province. If you work in a hospital, it is your responsibility to know
what the various colour codes in your workplace represent.

Activity 12: Matching
In the right column there are examples of the emergency colour codes in one particular
hospital. Try matching the colour for the emergency codes with the most appropriate
meaning.
1. ___

a) bomb shelter

2. ___

b) cardiac arrest

3. ___

c) evacuation
d) external disaster

4. ___

e) fire

5. ___

f)

6. ___

missing patient

g) paediatric arrest
h) violent patient

7. ___
8. ___

Activity 13: Discussion
Which codes would you use for the following situations?
1. A patient is very angry and is threatening to kill a doctor.
2. A large fire is burning out of control on the floor above you.
3. An elderly man is having a heart attack.
4. A nurse is treating a critically ill child and his heart stops beating.
5. There is a big subway crash in the city, and everyone injured in the crash is being
transported to your hospital.
6. There is a small fire in a garbage can in a patient’s washroom.
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health and safety

For more information on…

refer to the Occupational Health and Safety Act at
www.gov.on.ca/LAB/ohs/g_ohse.htm
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see the Ontario Ministry of Labour at www.gov.on.ca/LAB/ohs/ohse.htm
see the University of Western Ontario Web site at www.uwo.ca/ohs/
visit the Web site for the Occupational Health Clinics for Ontario Workers
at www.ohcow.on.ca
visit the Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety at
www.ccohs.ca/
look at staff orientation packages describing health and safety issues from
a hospital

WHMIS
see WHMIS symbols at www.ccohs.ca
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PERSONAL PLAN
In this unit you will
assess your skills and knowledge
make a personal plan for the near future
discover community resources to help newcomers
You will also
make a personal plan for the next steps to take

Real stories…
A doctor from China
Chao Sun worked as a doctor in Beijing, China. When she came to Canada one and a half
years ago, she decided she wanted to continue working in the health sector, but not as a
physician. She had heard from friends who were also doctors that she would have to pass
many difficult exams and perhaps do additional studies in order to practise medicine in
Canada. And even then, there are so few employment positions available for foreigntrained doctors that she decided to go into nursing instead. She enrolled in a special ESL
class at East General Hospital in Toronto for people who have an interest in the health
care industry. The four-month program included English language training as well as
hospital volunteer experience. She is currently working as a volunteer nurse at East
General, and hopes to improve her English so that she can study nursing in college next
year.
Working as a volunteer has been a very valuable experience for Chao. There are many
things in Canadian hospitals that are different from hospitals in China. She says that the
diagnostic equipment used in Canadian hospitals is much more advanced than in China.
Health care workers must have very specialized skills, and must be able to work with
computers in order to function in the Canadian workplace. And many jobs that require
licences in Canada were not licensed in her country.
Source: From an interview
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Activity 1: Comprehension questions
Answer the following questions about the reading:
1. Why did Chao decide not to try working as a doctor in Canada?
2. How did she get Canadian experience?
3. What are her future plans?
4. What is she doing to achieve her goals?
5. How is the Canadian workplace different from her own country?
6. Are you hoping to work in your profession or are you thinking of making a career change
within the health sector?

Self-assessment
Self-assessment helps you think about your previous education, training and experience,
your skills, knowledge and interests, and helps you make a plan of action.
The steps for this self-assessment are to:
1. identify your personal characteristics
2. list your training, experience and skills
3. know what kind of job you want
4. make a list of the first steps.
Personal characteristics
Having confidence in your abilities can influence the way you react to different situations
in the workplace. It can also influence the way other people respond to you. Someone with
high self-esteem sees things realistically and is able to deal with difficult situations in an
appropriate manner. They can handle criticism and admit when they are wrong. Someone
who doesn’t have confidence may find it difficult to accept advice and suggestions.
Planning and prioritizing daily activities are an important part of working in the field of
health technology. Technologists and technicians often handle very heavy workloads so
they need to be able to plan their work carefully and get things done on time. They also
need to be able to work well on a team with other health care specialists.
Workers in the health sector come in contact with a wide variety of people of different
ages, social backgrounds, cultures, attitudes and abilities. They have to respect individual
differences and not let their personal feelings influence the way they treat patients or
clients. People working in this field have a genuine interest in working with and helping
other people.
Adapted from University of Waterloo, Career Resource Centre, Personality Assessment.
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Activity 2: Vocabulary matching
Match the words on the left with the correct definitions on the right.
1. __ confidence

a) meet

2. __ self-esteem

b) sincere

3. __ criticism

c) feeling good about your self

4. __ prioritize

d) put into order of importance

5. __ come in contact with

e) saying something that points out a fault

6. __ genuine

f)

a feeling of certainty
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Activity 3: Personal assessment
Answer the questions with a yes or no. These personal characteristics are seen as essential
for successful technologists and technicians in the health sector.

Questions

Yes

Personal attributes
Do you have confidence in your skills and abilities?
Do you adapt easily to changing conditions?
Can you work independently?
Do you enjoy working with a team of other people?
Do you deal with conflict constructively?
Do you keep calm in stressful situations?
Do you accept suggestions and new ideas?
Are you patient?
Are you resourceful?
Are you able to admit when you are wrong?
Can you take advice and criticism from others?
Are you able to evaluate your own work?

Work ethics
Do you get things done on time?
Can you prioritize and organize your time effectively?
Do you plan ahead?

Communication and social skills
Can you communicate clearly and effectively in English both orally and in
writing?
Are you able to understand and accept people’s attitudes and values
when they are different from your own?
Are you a good listener?
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No

Do you respect people’s differences?
Are you able to calm patients’ fears?

Other things to think about
Are you willing to work rotating shifts?
Are you interested in learning new skills?
Are you willing to participate in regular professional development
courses?
Do you know about health and safety issues in your field?
Are you knowledgeable about labour laws in Ontario?

Activity 4: Vocabulary matching
Match the following words on the left with the correct definitions on the right.
1. ___ adapt

a) positive

2. ___ constructive

b) good at finding different ways of doing things

3. ___ prioritize

c) to change and adjust to a new situation

4. ___ resourceful

d) to know a lot about something

5. ___ admit to

e) to put things into order of importance

6. ___ knowledgeable

f)

to accept something that is true

Activity 5: Pronunciation
Listen to the instructor. Mark the syllable stress in these words, then practise saying each
one.
confidence

realistic

independently

professional

resourceful

techniques

constructively

attitudes

effectively

prioritize

knowledgeable

individual
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Activity 6: Setting goals
Look at the personal assessment you have just completed. Write five personal qualities and
skills you think are your greatest strengths and think of examples that relate to your personal
work experience. Then write five weaknesses and how you can change/improve them.

Strengths
My five greatest strengths are:

Some examples are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Weaknesses
My five greatest weaknesses are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Activity 7: An inventory of your skills and training
These questions focus on your skills and training. First, go through all the questions and
answer yes or no. Then, go back and look at all the questions for which you answered NO.
Try to think of things you can do to gain this knowledge, or these skills. Are there courses
that you can take? Are there people who can help you? Are there ideas that you need to
reconsider?

Questions

Yes

No What can I do next?

Technology
Can you use a computer?
Are you able to use the Canadian equivalent
of the machinery and equipment used in your
field?

Education and training
Do you have the training that you need for
your profession?
Do you have the certificate, diploma or degree
required to work in your occupation?

Training and upgrading
Do you think you need upgrading or extra
training before you can work in your
profession?
Do you know where you can get training in
your field?
If you were trained overseas, do you need to
be certified to work in your profession?
If so, have you collected information about
certification in Canada?
If not, do you know where to get this
information?
Do you know what English skills you need to
improve?
Do you need to find a special ESL class?
Do you have any Canadian experience in the
health field?
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Activity 8: A personal plan
Take all the NOs and make a short-term plan. Choose five steps that you feel you can
accomplish this year and list them here:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Activity 9: Research
To help you achieve your personal plan, use training and upgrading pamphlets, fliers and
calendars to find information for training and upgrading opportunities in your field.

Training providers

Cost

English as a second
language (ESL)

Computer upgrading

College programs

Job search programs

Training programs at private
institutions

Volunteering opportunities

Other
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Networking
Your network includes everyone in your life. Your network is probably much bigger than
you think! People in your network can help you and you can help them. You should learn as
much as you can about each individual, acknowledging their skills, experiences, talents and
needs. The people you know are “warm” leads. It's much easier to build on that warmth by
expanding your knowledge of these people, than it is to pursue “cold” leads.
Family

Members of your family are individuals with skills and backgrounds.
You can tap into their knowledge and their networks.

Friends

Your friends have skills you may not be aware of and they have their
own networks. Ask to be introduced.

Neighbours

Because you live close by, you have a chance to develop close
relationships. Find out who your neighbours are. You know you
already have one thing in common—your choice of residence.

Professionals in
your field

People who share the same career choice can advise and support each
other on common issues.

Co-workers

Find out about their skills and knowledge. You may be able to help
each other.

Clubs or
association
members

If you are involved with any community or professional associations
or activities, you have a ready-made network. Most people join these
groups to meet others. The door is already open.

Volunteer groups

One of the reasons people volunteer is to meet others. Get to know
your fellow volunteers better. Volunteering sometimes leads to
permanent employment.

Acquaintances

These are people you meet in work and social settings. Don't pass up
an opportunity to begin friendships and networks this way. Ask each
person you meet to tell you more about him or herself.

Religious
organizations

Talk to people who belong to the same religious organization about
employment possibilities.

Community centres Try to meet people by participating in community events. These
people can also be potential contacts for employment.
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Activity 10: Discussion
1.

Everyone you know is part of your network. Name three people in your life and tell how
they can help you make connections.

2.

What is a warm lead?

3.

What would be an example of a cold lead?

4.

How can you turn a cold lead into a warm lead?

Activity 11: Action plan
Using the list of people you know, make a plan of action for contacting them. Fill in the table.
Write the person’s name, telephone number, how you plan to contact the person (by phone,
in person, by mail), and what you will say.

Name

Telephone
number

How I will contact
the person
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volunteering

For more information on…

visit Charity Village’s Web site at www.charityvillage.com for a listing of
volunteer jobs in the non-profit sector
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visit www.voe-reb.org/welcome.html for a matching service for volunteers
and agencies across Canada
look in the Yellow Pages for volunteer centres in your city
call the volunteer centre at a local hospital and ask for information about
volunteering

community programs
look for pamphlets advertising community workshops
look for any ESL/small business classes, seminars or workshops in your
community
check your local community college for apprenticeship and co-op
programs

self-assessment
see the University of Waterloo, Career Services, Personality Assessment:
www.careerservices.uwaterloo.ca
visit the HRDC essential skills profile database at www.hrdcdrhc.gc.ca/hrib/hrp-prh for a description of training and experience
required for any position

training and upgrading
look in the Yellow Pages under for private colleges and vocational schools
visit the Ministry of Education and Training Web site at
www.edu.gov.on.ca for a list of Ontario Colleges of Applied Arts and
Technology
visit the HRDC Interactive Training Inventory Service for Ontario at
www.trainingiti.com
call the Ontario Ministry of Education and Training Hotline at
1-800-387-5656
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American Registry of Diagnostic Medical Sonographers
an association that certifies medical sonographers. (Certification with this organization is
required in order to work in this occupation.)
baby boomers
people who were born in the 1950s and 1960s
bachelor of science (B.Sc.)
a four year university degree majoring (specializing) in sciences
bachelor’s degree
a degree awarded to someone who has completed undergraduate studies
benefits package
includes things like dental coverage, life insurance, extended health care, that are additional
to your pay
breakthrough
an advance in knowledge
Canadian Association of Electroneurophysiology Technologists
the association that regulates electroneurophysiology technologists (including
electroencephalographic technologists). This association also provides professional
development courses for members.
Canadian Association of Medical Radiation Technologists
the organization that radiography technologists, nuclear medicine technologists and
radiation therapists must be registered with, in order to work in this field. You have to write a
national exam to become a registered member.
Canadian Association of Prosthetists and Orthotists
the association that regulates prosthetists and orthotists. Registration with this association
may be necessary in order to work in this occupation.
Canadian Board of Certification of Prosthetists and Orthotists
the organization that certifies prosthetists and orthotists. Certification is required to work in
this occupation.
Canadian Board of Electroencephalographic Technologists
the organization that registers electroencephalographic technologists to allow them to work
in this field
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Canadian Society of Cardiology Technologists
the national organization that regulates cardiology technologists and offers training
programs in this occupation. Most employers prefer that technologists are registered with
this organization.
Canadian Society of Diagnostic Medical Sonographers
this organization recognizes the certifying examinations of the American Registry of
Diagnostic Medical Sonographers
Canadian Society of Medical Laboratory Science
sets the standards for medical laboratory technologists and technicians. It also conducts the
exams and certifies people who want to work in this field.
Canadian Society of Medical Radiation Technologists
the national organization that regulates X-ray technologists. They deal with legal issues
relating to X-ray technologists and also provide professional development courses.
Canadian Society of Orthopaedic Technologists
the organization that regulates Orthopaedic Technologists
cardiology technologist (also called a cardiovascular technologist)
a person who performs cardiac testing using electrocardiograph equipment
cast
usually made of plaster and used to help a broken bone heal properly
certificate
a written statement from a college saying that you have successfully completed the
requirements of a course. (It usually takes less time to get a certificate than a diploma.)
certification
the process of meeting the professional standards to be able to work in your profession
chain of command
refers to how information is passed up or down between supervisors and workers
client
someone who uses a service
College of Dental Technologists of Ontario
the organization that regulates and sets the standards for dental technologists in Ontario
College of Medical Laboratory Technologists
the organization that regulates and sets the standards for the profession. It also does prior
learning assessments of foreign-trained medical laboratory technologists. Anyone wishing to
work in this occupation must register with the college.
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College of Medical Radiation Technologists of Ontario
certifies X-ray technologists to work in this profession
CT scan (formerly called CAT scan)
a computerized scanner that gives cross-sectional views of the body
deductions
money taken off your paycheque
degree
a document stating that someone has successfully completed the requirements for a
program in a university
dental devices
includes things like braces, crowns, dentures
dental technologist
someone who designs and constructs various dental devices such as dentures, crowns, etc.
diagnosis
determining the cause of someone’s illness
diagnostic medical sonographer (also known as an ultrasound technician, ultrasound
technologist and ultrasonographer)
a person who does ultrasounds
diagnostic testing
using equipment like X-ray machines, CT scans, etc. to find out what is wrong with a patient
diploma
a statement from a college or private institute saying that you have successfully completed
the requirements of a program
discrimination
being treated unfairly because of your race, gender, creed, etc.
electrocardiograph (ECG)
a machine used by cardiology technologists which traces electrical impulses from the heart
electrodes
a small electrical conductor attached to someone’s skin so that their heart and pulse rate
can be monitored by an electrocardiograph machine
electroencephalograph (EEG)
a machine that records the electrical impulses of the brain and nervous system
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electroencephalographic technologist
someone who operates electroencephalographic equipment to test the brain
grievance
making a complaint to the union about your employer
harassment
being bothered by someone
human resources department (also called a personnel department)
the department in a hospital or private company that does the hiring and payroll
lead apron
protective clothing for someone doing radiographic imaging
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
a machine that uses giant magnets and radio waves rather than radiation to create an image
mammogram
a diagnostic test of breast tissue
medical laboratory technician
someone who takes blood from patients and does routine laboratory tests
medical laboratory technologist
someone who tests and analyzes body fluids to detect illnesses
medical radiographer (another name for X-ray technologist)
someone who takes X-rays
National Association of Orthopaedic Technologists
sets the standards for this profession and provides training and professional development
nuclear medicine technologist
a person who gives radiopharmaceuticals to patients and then uses radiation detection
equipment to see how different parts of the body are functioning
numeracy skills
being able to do mathematical calculations
Ontario Association of Medical Radiation Technologists
the provincial regulatory body for radiography technologists, nuclear medicine technologists
and radiation therapists
Ontario College of Medical Laboratory Technologists
the provincial body that regulates medical laboratory technologists
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Ontario Pharmacists Association
The provincial association that regulates pharmacists. Registration with this association is
not mandatory for pharmacy technicians.
Ontario Society of Medical Technologists
provides support and professional development to medical technologists
orthopaedic technologist
someone who applies and removes casts, splints and bandages
orthotics
devices that help people who have problems with their arms or legs
orthotic technician
someone who makes orthopaedic braces and splints
outdated equipment
equipment that is not modern
patients
people who are receiving medical care
pay stub
information attached to your pay cheque about wages and deductions
personality conflict
not getting along with someone because of a difference in personalities
personnel department (also called the human resources department)
the department in a hospital or private company that does the hiring and payroll
pharmacy technician
someone who assists a pharmacist
prerequisites
what you need to study before being allowed into a course of study
private health practices
privately owned labs and clinics (but whose services are still covered by OHIP)
prosthetic devices
artificial parts of the body
prosthetic technician
someone who makes artificial arms and legs
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publicly funded
when something is paid for by the government
radiation badge ( thermo luminescent dosimeter)
a badge that X-ray technologists wear that shows how much radiation they have been
exposed to
radiation technologist (same as an X-ray technologist)
someone who takes X-rays
radiation therapist
a person who gives radiation treatment to cancer patients
radiography technologist (same as an X-ray technologist)
someone who takes X-rays
radiological technologist (same as an X-ray technologist)
someone who takes X-rays
regulatory body
an organization or association that sets the standards for a profession
remuneration
money paid for working (salary)
robotics
using machines (robots) to do work instead of people
rotating shifts
shift work where the shift changes from week to week
shift work
when the hours that you work change week to week. For example; 7:00AM to 3:00PM one
week, 3:00PM to 11:00PM the next week, etc.
splint
a strip of hard material attached to the body to stop it from moving so that it can heal
properly
state of the art equipment
very modern equipment
statutory holiday (same as public holiday)
refers to eight paid holidays in the year
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stroke
a medical condition caused by a lack of oxygen to the brain
transcripts of marks
an official statement of a student’s marks from an educational institution
transducer
tool used by an ultrasonographer that is passed over a person’s body to get ultrasound
images
trend
the general direction that something takes
ultrasonographer (also known as diagnostic medical sonographer, ultrasound
technician, ultrasound technologist)
a person who does ultrasounds on patients
Workplace Hazardous Materials Information Management System (WHMIS)
a group of eight symbols representing various hazardous materials
X-ray technician (also known as X-ray technologist)
a common name for the person who takes X-rays, but this is actually the person who repairs
the equipment
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